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ABSTRACT
Inference of population history is a central problem of population genetics. The advent of large
genetic data brings us not only opportunities on developing more accurate methods for inference
problems, but also computational challenges. Thus, we aim at developing accurate method and
fast algorithm for problems in population genetics.
Inference of admixture proportions is a classical statistical problem. We particularly focus on
the problem of ancestry inference for ancestors. Standard methods implicitly assume that both
parents of an individual have the same admixture fraction. However, this is rarely the case in real
data. We develop a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) framework for estimating the admixture proportions of the immediate ancestors of an individual, i.e. a type of appropriation of an individual’s
admixture proportions into further subsets of ancestral proportions in the ancestors. Based on a
genealogical model for admixture tracts, we develop an efficient algorithm for computing the sampling probability of the genome from a single individual, as a function of the admixture proportions
of the ancestors of this individual. We show that the distribution and lengths of admixture tracts in
a genome contain information about the admixture proportions of the ancestors of an individual.
This allows us to perform probabilistic inference of admixture proportions of ancestors only using
the genome of an extant individual.
To better understand population, we further study the species delimitation problem. It is a
problem of determining the boundary between population and species. We propose a classificationbased method to assign a set of populations to a number of species. Our new method uses summary
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statistics generated from genetic data to classify pairwise populations as either ‘same species’ or
‘different species’. We show that machine learning can be used for species delimitation and scaled
for large genomic data. It can also outperform Bayesian approaches, especially when gene flow
involves in the evolutionary process.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1

Background

Population genetics is considered as the genetic basis of evolution. What interests us most is to
find out the differences among different populations, and the underlying laws that act on them. The
two main tasks for population geneticists are trying to describe the genetic structure of populations
accurately and theorize on the evolutionary forces that might influence population evolutionary
process. Naturally population genetics is concerned with genetic variation within a population or
species. Until recently only the one with significant morphological manifestations can be analyzed
(Gillespie, 2010). For example, species were detected only using morphological traits traditionally,
such as coloration and feeding behaviors. Thanks to the rise of DNA barcoding technology, we are
now readily to analyze populations genetically on molecular level.
A good example of DNA variation would be Fig 3.2, which presents 10 sequences from two
populations. 10 continuous sites are indexed with number 1 to 10 indicating their positions along
chromosome. Among these 10 sites, there are 6 sites (1, 4, 5, 7, 8 and 10) having two alternative
nucleotides A/T. An allele is just one bit of DNA sequences. For example, gene 1 site 1 presents
an allele type ‘A’ while gene 2 at the same site presents an allele type ‘T’. However, as site 2 only
presents one allele type ‘G’, it is less informative to tell two populations apart. Thus, researchers
1

are usually concerned with the sites that present different allele type among individuals. Normally,
the sequences with only biallelic sites can be presented as binary vectors (allele type ‘0’ or ‘1’). For
diploid organism, an individual normally has two alleles at one site, one inherits from its mother
and the other inherits from its father. Suppose there are one site with alternative nucleotides, then
there will be three genotypes in the populations, two homozygous genotypes ‘00’ and ‘11’, and one
heterozygous genotype ‘01’. If it is not necessary to differentiate between paternal and maternal
lines, three genotypes can also be represented as 0/1/2.
Population genetics is very quantitative as it describe the features of groups. It is said that there
has been a long and mutually beneficial history of interaction between population genetics and
statistics (Stephens and Donnelly, 2000). Unlike other branches of biology, the study of population
genetics is largely theory driven, scientific progress is often made by constructing mathematical
models, conducting statistical analysis, studying population features (Gillespie, 2010). A good example to start with would be the Hardy-Weinberg law, the first milestone in theoretical population
genetics. Back to the three genotypes for one site, a simple description of this site would be three
relative frequencies for these three genotypes in population x00 , x01 and x11 . Allele frequencies
are different from these genotype frequencies. We can think of the allele frequency p as the frequency of the allele type ‘0’ among all alleles in this population, and q as the frequency of the
allele type ‘1’. Thus allele frequencies and genotype frequencies follow equations p = x00 + 21 x01
and q = x11 + 12 x01 . Suppose there is a randomly mating population that is free of evolutionary
forces including mutation, migration and genetic drift and also has infinite population size. With
random mating, genotype frequencies follow equations x00 = p2 , x01 = 2pq and x11 = q 2 for this
single locus. As we can see, the allele frequency has p0 = p2 + pq = p(p + q) = p in the new
generation, the same with q 0 = q. That is, allele frequencies do not change over time and genotype frequencies will also remain unchanged after the first generation. This is the Hardy-Weinberg
law, which describes a simple equilibrium relationship between allele frequencies and genotype
frequencies for one single site.
Clearly, readers can easily find out many cases that violate the Hardy-Weinberg law. A simple
2

example would be the endangered species, which have fairly small population size. It is stated that
much of the genetic variation is due to the interaction of genetic drift and mutation. Because of
random changes in finite population, it is possible to remove genetic variation over time, that is one
allele type might reach fixation in this population. Many other factors can affect the equilibrium
of the Hardy-Weinberg law, such as genetic mutation, migration event and selection. And many
important biological processes involves too, such as the recombination event we mention in chapter
2. Thus, as we are trying to simplify the theoretical model to work with, we also need to carefully
make the assumption and do not miss out the important factors in evolutionary process.

1.2

Overview

Inference of population history is the central problem in population genetics, including the demographic inference of population, ancestral inference and etc. With the collected genetic data for
various populations, researchers developed tools to simulate the stochastic process of population
evolution or collect informative summary statistics for inference purpose.
The advent of large genetic data brings us challenges on developing more accurate methods and
also computational efficiency for inference problems. Large population genetic data often presents
the feature of high dimension. The increasing computational burden that brought by genome-wide
data is not negligible for existing methods. Take the problem of species delimitation for example,
widely used tools for detecting species status, such as BP&P (Yang and Rannala, 2010; Rannala
and Yang, 2013) and PHRAPL (Jackson et al., 2017), runs reasonably efficiently on short sequence
data but cannot be easily extended to fit large SNP dataset. In practice, methods using genomewide data for inference of population parameters often focus on summary statistics of genome,
which reduce high-dimensional DNA data for populations to low-dimensional summary statistics to facilitate computation (Pool et al., 2010). The disadvantage of such methods is that they
do not fully utilized the data. Moreover, the choice of summary statistics is critical for different
type of problems. Recently, the application of machine learning approaches in population genet3

ics become more and more popular. The use of machine learning approaches not only ease the
computation burden with large genetic data, but also enhance the inference accuracy. For example, Lin et al. (2013) proposed a fast estimate for the population recombination rate using boosting
regression, Sheehan and Song (2016) proposed a likelihood-free framework for demographic inference of African Drosophila melanogaster using deep neural network. Besides the methodological
and computational challenges, noise in the data itself, such as missing data and phasing error of
genotype data, need to be carefully addressed while analyzing.
Whereas our objective is to develop accurate methods and fast algorithms for inference problems in population genetics, in this dissertation, we explore the possibility of using machine learning approaches to improve the accuracy and developing fast algorithm for maximum likelihood
estimate (MLE) for the inference problems in population genetics.
Speaking of population, one of the first questions people may ask is what is the difference
between population and species. This is the problem under active debate among evolutionary biologists. It is reported there are over 20 definitions of species Wilkins (2009); Hausdorf (2011) and
no widely acceptable definition of the concept of species itself. For example, Biological Species
Concept (BSC) defines a species as populations that actually or potentially interbreed in nature
(Mayr, 1976). Even one can adopt one concept, it is difficult to translate a concept into a mathematical model (Rannala, 2015). Despite the difficulty in defining species, there has been active
research for developing computational approaches for species delimitation (e.g. Rannala and Yang,
2013; Ence and Carstens, 2011; Jones et al., 2014; Birky Jr, 2013). Recently, model-based methods (e.g. Bayesian approaches) for species delimitation with multi-locus sequence data became
popular in the literature. The Bayesian approach is usually based on the multi-species coalescent
(MSC) model (e.g. Takahata et al., 1995; Rosenberg et al., 2002a; Rannala and Yang, 2003). The
representative approach for Bayesian species delimitation is the BP&P approach (Yang and Rannala, 2010; Rannala and Yang, 2013). Other recently developed methods for species delimitation
include BFD* (Leache et al., 2014) and PHRAPL (Jackson et al., 2017).
While approaches such as BP&P and BFD* are certainly very useful and have been used exten4

sively in the literature, existing methods such as BP&P work less well for “harder” cases when the
genetic isolation timescale is near the evolutionary threshold and when migration event involves in
the evolutionary process (Sukumaran and Knowles, 2017; Rannala, 2015). Most existing species
delimitation approaches (including BP&P and BFD*) don’t consider gene flow in their models.
The impact of gene flow for species delimitation has started to be studied recently (Jackson et al.,
2017). Moreover, many existing species delimitation methods (e.g. BP&P and PHRAPL) are often
very slow for large data. This raises two questions: (i) Can one design more accurate and efficient
methods that give more accurate species delimitation results than existing methods (e.g. BP&P) at
these harder cases? (ii) Can such method also reliably find the underlying genetic isolation with
gene flow?
Thus, we explore the way to find out characteristic pattern of genetic divergence between populations for species delimitation problem. When only sequences are given and no prior knowledge
about the organisms are known, one may view species delimitation as a statistical inference problem. Suppose there are two species delimitation methods: “aggressive” and “conservative”. The
aggressive method tends to call “different species” more often than the “conservative” method. By
doing so, the aggressive method may have less false negatives but more false positives than the
conservative method. Therefore, one may view the species boundary corresponds to the statistical
error threshold that the user can accept. A classification based method, called CLADES (which
stands for CLAssification based DElimitation of Species), is designed to achieve good performance
of species delimitation by balancing the false positive and false negative errors. CLADES is designed to determine whether two or more groups of gene sequences belong to the same or different
species. The main advantage of CLADES is that it can more accurately distinguish the “same
species” and “different species” cases than Bayesian methods, especially when the genetic isolation is not very ancient. Different from many existing methods, CLADES can still give reasonable
delimitation results when there is gene flow. CLADES is very efficient and can scale to large and
long sequence dataset.
We also focus on the inference of admixture proportions for ancestors. Ancestry inference is
5

one of the most commonly used tools in human genetics. It forms the basis of many standard
population genetic analyses and most population genomic publications include ancestry inference
analyses in one form or another (e.g. Rosenberg et al., 2002b; Li et al., 2008). Modern ancestry inference has roots in the seminal paper on STRUCTURE (Pritchard et al., 2000). Many subsequent
methods are based on the same model including FRAPPE (Tang et al., 2005) and ADMIXTURE
(Alexander et al., 2009). Notice that this model implicitly assumes that the admixture proportions
for each parent of an individual are the same. This assumption is arguably unrealistic for many
human populations. In fact, for recently admixed populations, we would expect the admixture proportions to differ between the parents. Recently, a method was developed for inferring admixture
proportions, and admixture tracts, in the two parents separately from phased offspring genotype
data (Zou et al., 2015). This method models the ancestry process along each of the chromosomes
as a semi-Markov process, as the length distribution of admixture tracts is well-known not to follow the exponential prediction of a Markov process (Gravel, 2012). It uses inference methods
based on Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC), Stochastic Expectation Maximization (EM), and
a faster non-stochastic method for the case of a Markovian approximation to the ancestry process,
and show that parental ancestry can be estimated with reasonable accuracy. Thus, we explore the
possibility of estimating admixture proportions in ancestors, that is not only in parents, but also in
grandparents or even great grandparents.

6

Chapter 2
Inferring the ancestry of parents and
grandparents from genetic data

2.1

Introduction

Ancestry inference is one of the most commonly used tools in human genetics. It arguably provides the most popular information from commercial genotyping companies such as Ancestry.com
and 23andMe to millions of customers. It also forms the basis of many standard population genetic analyses and most population genomic publications include ancestry inference analyses in
one form or another (e.g. Rosenberg et al., 2002b; Li et al., 2008). Modern ancestry inference has
roots in the seminal paper on STRUCTURE (Pritchard et al., 2000). To infer ancestry, researchers
commonly assume that each individual can trace its ancestry fractionally to a number of discrete
populations. For each individual, independence is assumed between the two alleles at a locus, and
the ancestry for each allele is then described as a mixture model in which the allele is assumed to be
sampled from each of the ancestral populations with probability equal to the admixture proportion
of this ancestral population. Many subsequent methods are based on the same model including
FRAPPE (Tang et al., 2005) and ADMIXTURE (Alexander et al., 2009). Notice that this model
implicitly assumes that the admixture proportions for each parent of an individual are the same.
7

This assumption is arguably unrealistic for many human populations. In fact, for recently admixed
populations, we would expect the admixture proportions to differ between the parents. However,
the commonly used methods for admixture inference do not allow estimation of ancestry components separately for the two parents. We note that there is substantial information in genotypic data
on parental admixture proportions. Even without linkage information, the genotypes can be used
to infer parental ancestry. For example, consider the extreme case of a locus with two alleles, T
and t at a frequency of 1 and 0, respectively, in ancestral population A, and a frequency of 0 and 1,
respectively, in ancestral population B (i.e a fixed difference between two populations). Then the
sampling probability of an offspring of genotype T t, resulting from matings between individuals
from populations A and B, is equal to one. However, if the two parents are both 50:50 (%) admixed
between populations A and B, the probability, in the offspring, of genotype T t is 0.5. In both cases
the average admixture proportion of the offspring individual is 0.5. This is an extreme example,
but it clearly illustrates that the offspring genotype distributions contain information regarding the
parental genotypes that can be used to infer admixture proportions in the parents.
Recently, a method was developed for inferring admixture proportions, and admixture tracts,
in the two parents separately from phased offspring genotype data (Zou et al., 2015). This method
models the ancestry process along each of the chromosomes as a semi-Markov process, as the
length distribution of admixture tracts is well-known not to follow the exponential prediction of a
Markov process (Gravel, 2012). It uses inference methods based on Markov Chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC), Stochastic Expectation Maximization (EM), and a faster non-stochastic method for the
case of a Markovian approximation to the ancestry process, and show that parental ancestry can be
estimated with reasonable accuracy.
Meanwhile, our objective is to explore the possibility of not only estimating admixture proportions in parents, but in grandparents, or even great grandparents. A common assumption is that
each genetic variation is assumed to be independent. In this case, the marginal genotype probabilities provide no information that would allow us to distinguish between different admixture
proportions in the grandparents compatible with the same parental genotype distribution. How8

ever, the distribution of tract lengths does provide such information. By modeling the segregation
of admixture tracts inside a pedigree we obtain a likelihood function that can be used to estimate
admixture proportions in grandparents and great grandparents.
While these estimates are associated with some variance, we show that they nonetheless can
be used to distinguish between various hypotheses regarding the admixture proportions of parents,
grandparents and great-grandparents.

2.2
2.2.1

Method
Inferring admixture proportions from genetic data

We consider a single diploid individual from an admixed population. We assume two haplotypes
H1 and H2 for this individual are given. Here, a haplotype is a binary vector of length n. n is the
number of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) within the haplotype. Note that in real data
H1 and H2 are usually inferred from the genotypes G and may have phasing errors. For the ease
of exposition, we initially assume the absence of phasing errors in the haplotypes, and then extend
the inference framework to allow phasing errors. The admixed population is assumed to be formed
by an admixture of two ancestral populations (denoted as populations A and B) g generations ago.
We assume g is known. For simplicity we assume there are two ancestral populations, although the
method can be extended to allow more than two ancestral populations. We further assume allele
frequencies in the two ancestral populations are known for all SNPs. Note that allele frequencies
from extant populations that are closely related to the ancestral populations are typically available.
For example, suppose the admixed individual has genetic ancestry in West Africa and Northern Europe. Then we may use the allele frequencies from the extant YRI and CEU populations, available
from the 1000 Genomes Project (Consortium et al., 2015), as approximations of the real ancestral
allele frequencies. We also assume recombination fractions between every two consecutive SNPs
are known. For human populations, recombination fractions are readily available (e.g. Consortium
et al., 2015).
9

2.2.2

Likelihood computation on the perfect pedigree model

The perfect pedigree model in Liang and Nielsen (2014) can
be used to describe the segregation of admixture tracts. Here,
an admixture tract is a segment of the genome which originates from a single ancestral population. This model differs
from many of the models typically used for inferring admixture tracts of an extant individual (e.g. Tang et al., 2006; Price
et al., 2009; Sankararaman et al., 2008; Paşaniuc et al., 2009). Figure 2.1: The perfect pedigree
This model directly models the segregation of admixture tracts model for Tm = 3 for a single
within a pedigree. Most current models assume that the ances- site. H: extant haplotype. Ancestry process follows a Markov chain along the chromosome. try origins of 8 founders are listed
However, because of recombination between tracts from mul- above the perfect pedigree. At one
tiple ancestors, the exact process does not follow a first-order site, A and B indicate which of the
Markov process (Liang and Nielsen, 2014; Gravel, 2012). The two ancestral populations of each
perfect pedigree model establishes a more accurate, but also founder’s haplotype.

The com-

much more computationally demanding, model that does not bined vector of these values is C.
assume a Markov process for the ancestral process, especially Arrows: the recombination vector
R. The population A shown in red:

for recent admixture events.

Figure 2.1 illustrates the perfect pedigree model for an ex- the ancestry of H as traced back
tant observed haplotype H at a single site. A perfect pedigree by the recombination setting. Aris a perfect binary tree where each node represents a haplo- rows can change direction at the
type. All internal nodes in the pedigree are ancestors of H next site.
(the single leaf in the pedigree). We trace the ancestry of H backwards in time until reaching the
time of admixture, Tm generations ago. The 2Tm haplotypes at this time are called “founder” haplotypes (which themselves are unadmixed but may be from different ancestral populations). Under
the assumption of no inbreeding, all ancestors are distinct. Notice that there is an assumption of
a single admixture event. However, the model can easily be generalized to multiple admixture
10

events.
There are two main aspects of the perfect pedigree: the ancestry vector C and the recombination
vector R. C specifies which ancestral population each particular founder haplotype is from. For
example, in Figure 2.1, C is a vector (ABBAAABB), of length 8. It indicates that the leftmost
founder is from the ancestral population A while the rightmost founder is from ancestral population
B. As founders are unadmixed, C does not change along the genome. R specifies from which of
the two parental haplotypes each descendant haplotype inherits its DNA at a particular genomic
position. R is the key component in the well-known Lander-Green algorithm (Lander and Green,
1987). As shown in Figure 2.1, one can visualize R as a set of arrows, one for each meiosis,
pointing to the left or right. We have a list of recombination vectors for n sites (R1 , R2 , . . . , Rn ),
where Ri is the recombination vector for site i.
The most obvious method for computing the likelihood P (H|M ) of the given haplotype H
on the perfect pedigree model is using the Lander-Green algorithm (Lander and Green, 1987) to
compute the probability of H for a given C. Then we sum these probabilities over all possible
C to obtain P (H|M ). Here M is a vector of admixture proportions for ancestors of interests
in the pedigree. However, computation of p(H|M ) directly using the Lander-Green algorithm is
not practical for most datasets. This is because first we need to determine the ancestral setting,
C, which specifies the ancestral population for each founder. Moreover, the number of possible
R grows very fast with the number of generations in the pedigree. Note that the Lander-Green
algorithm needs to enumerate all possible R values. Even considering just a single site i, there
Tm

are 22

possible values of C and 22

Tm −1

possible values of Ri (1 ≤ i ≤ n). These numbers are

prohibitively large for e.g. Tm = 10. To circumvent this problem, we adopt a two-stage model as
described below.

2.2.3

A two-stage Markovian pedigree model for genotypes

Our objective is to infer the admixture proportions of ancestors in the perfect pedigree at the K th
generation in the past. Here, K is usually much smaller than the number of generations since
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admixture. For example, 1st generation inference (K = 1) is for parents and 2nd generation
inference (K = 2) is for grandparents. The first phase of the two-stage model involves modeling
the first K generations in the past using the perfect pedigree model. In the second phase, starting
at the K th generation in the past, there are 2K ancestors, which are assumed to have ancestry
distributions following the standard Markovian model. The ancestry of these 2K founders can
change along the genome following the standard Markovian process. This allows us to model the
admixture of recent ancestors (e.g. parents and grandparents) without explicitly considering the
entire pedigree.
The model defined so far concerns
haploid genomes/chromosomes. However,
most real data are from diploid individuals,
possibly with unknown or relatively poorly
estimated haplotype phasing.

We extend

the two-stage pedigree model by assuming
that each of the two haplotype from the
extant individual has been estimated, but
with phasing errors that occur at a constant
switch error rate. This leads to a genotypebased perfect pedigree model.

Figure 2.2: The perfect pedigree model for genotype
G = (H1 , H2 ) at a site, and K = 2. (A) Outline
pedigree in black: the perfect pedigree for genotype

Figure 2.2 (A) illustrates the genotype- G. Two pedigrees embedded in red are for haplobased perfect pedigree at a single position. type H1 and H2 respectively. Ancestral settings and
It consists of two perfect pedigrees, one for recombination settings with the same label have the
each of the two haplotypes H1 and H2 . Each same meaning. (B) The simplified perfect pedigree
node in the outline tree denotes an ancestral for genotype G. Ancestral vector C: (ABAB). The
genotype of the extant genotype G. The two arrows without label define recombination vector R.
haplotypes H1 and H2 of G follow different P : the phasing error setting.
pedigrees independently. For simplicity, we
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use a single haplotype with “average” admixture tracts to represent a diploid founder, which works
well in practice. Note that the estimated admixture proportion of a founder is the average of
the admixture proportions of its two haplotypes. One can view this “average” haplotype has the
admixture proportion equal to the diploid founder.
To allow phasing errors between H1 and H2 , we introduce the phase-switching indicator P . It
indicates whether at this position the two haplotypes switch or not. One can visualize P as the
arrow labeled by P in Figure 2.2. A P -arrow pointing to the left indicates that H1 traces to the
left half of the pedigree and H2 traces to the right half of the pedigree. A P -arrow pointing to the
right indicates the opposite. When moving along the diploid sequence (genotype), the direction of
P changes when a phasing error occurs. Thus we can combine the two pedigrees for H1 and H2
and let the two haplotypes from a single individual collapse into one node, as illustrated in Figure
2.2 (B).
The full information regarding the ancestry of a genotype, G = {H1 , H2 }, in a fixed pedigree
is then given by the ancestral configuration AC = (P, C, R). The sampling probability of G
can be computed naively by summing over all possible ACs. The ancestral configuration AC
naturally leads to an Hidden Markov Model (HMM) that can be used for efficient calculation of
the likelihood.
Let AC i denote a set containing all possible ancestral configurations at site i and ACi denote
an element that belongs to AC i (ACi ∈ AC i ). In a perfect pedigree of K generations, ACi =
(Pi , Ci , Ri ) is a binary vector of 2K+1 − 1 bits and represents a state at the site i. For each state,
Pi has exactly one bit where a “0” (respectively “1”) represents the phasing arrow pointing to the
left (respectively right) and “1” represents the phasing arrow pointing to the right. Ri is a binary
vector of 2K − 2 bits indicating the recombination states associated with all 2K − 2 meiosis in
the pedigree, where “0” (respectively “1”) represents a recombination arrow pointing to the left
(respectively right). Ci is a binary vector that indicates the ancestry of each of the 2K ancestors
and contains 2K bits when there are two ancestral populations. Also, if C[j] = 0 (respectively
C[j] = 1) the j-th founder is from the population A (respectively B) at the current site. In the
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example in Figure 2.2 (B), AC = (P, C, R) at this site can be expressed as the binary vector
(1, 0101, 10).
We define h(ACi ) as the joint probability of the length-i
prefix of G (i.e. G[1..i]) and the ancestral configuration ACi
at the site i. Given a genotype G with n sites, the likelihood
P
p(G|M ) = ACn ∈AC n h(ACn ). The critical step is the computation of h(ACi ) for each configuration ACi at the site i.
This can be carried out in a recurrence for i ≥ 2:
Figure 2.3: An example of ACh(ACi ) = [

X

pt (ACi |ACi−1 )h(ACi−1 )] · pe (ACi )

ACi−1 ∈AC i−1

(2.1)

based HMM with 128 ACs as
states for K = 2 generations (i.e.

Here pt (ACi |ACi−1 ) is the transition probability from grandparents) with arrows indicatACi−1 at the site i − 1 to ACi at the site i and pe (ACi ) is the ing possible transitions along the
emission probability of an allele given the ancestral configu- Markov chain from site i − 1 to i.
ration ACi at the site i for focal individual. This is the stan- The vectors under pedigrees prodard forward algorithm for Hidden Markov Model. Details are vide the binary representations of
given in Section 2.2.3.1. Transitions in the HMM may occur P , C, and R. The two top arrows
between adjacent sites and we assume, for generality, that the and the lower arrow indicate the
configurations at sites i − 1 and i are fully connected as illus- settings of R and P , respectively.
trated in Figure 2.3.

2.2.3.1

Transition and Emission probabilities of the HMM

Consider a founder j and two sites that are separated by d nucleotides. We first define the one-step
j
j
j
j
. PA→B
(respectively PB→A
) is the probability
ancestry transition probabilities PA→B
and PB→A

that the ancestral population A (respectively B) changes to ancestral population B (respectively
A) along the genome for the founder j when d = 1. Recall that the ancestry process of an ancestor
follows a standard Markovian model. Suppose a haplotype of the individual j has the ancestral
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population A at the site i − 1. The probability that the site i has the ancestral population B
j
is approximately d · PA→B
and the probability that the site i has the ancestral population A is
j
approximately 1 − d · PB→A
, assuming that d (the number of bp between the sites i and i − 1) is

small. Multiple transitions in the interval are ignored. We then define Tj to be the d-step transition
probability of the ancestral settings for ancestor j:

Tj =




j

d · PA→B







j
d · PB→A

Ci−1 [j] = 0, Ci [j] = 1
Ci−1 [j] = 1, Ci [j] = 0
(2.2)



j

1 − d · PA→B







j
1 − d · PB→A

Ci−1 [j] = 0, Ci [j] = 0
Ci−1 [j] = 1, Ci [j] = 1

Notice that this is a function of d. i, and i − 1 are suppressed in the notation. Using similarly
simplified notation, we define the phasing transition probabilities I as

I=




d · p

Pi−1 6= Pi

p

(2.3)



1 − d · p p

Pi−1 = Pi

where pp is the probability of a phasing error per unit length (assumed to be known and small
enough that double or more phasing errors can be ignored).
We also define Bk as the transition probability of the recombination vector for the kth bit.
Given the recombination map of G, the recombination probability Bk between the two sites is
computable. Let pri,i−1 denote the probability of one recombination event between sites i and i − 1,
then

Bk =




p r

i,i−1

Ri−1 [k] 6= Ri [k]



1 − pri,i−1

Ri−1 [k] = Ri [k]

(2.4)

Using this simplified notation, and assuming independence among transitions associated with
recombination, phasing errors and the ancestral population setting, the transition probabilities of
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the Markov chain are then given by:

pt (ACi |ACi−1 ) = I ·

Y

Bk ·

Y

k

Tj

(2.5)

j

As mentioned above, the emission probability at the site i is a function of the ancestral population assignment, Ci , and the alleles of the focal individual. At the site i of the genotype G, there
are two haplotypes (h1 , h2 ). Let fhj (ACi ) be the allele frequency in the population specified by
ACi for the allele observed at the position i of hj (j = 1, 2). The emission probability is then

pe (ACi ) =

Y

fhj (ACi )

(2.6)

j=1,2

as in the standard definitions in genetic ancestry models (e.g. Pritchard et al., 2000).

2.2.3.2

Fast computation of sampling probability in PedMix

The main computational burden in the evaluation of
Equation 2.1 is that the calculation of h(ACi ) requires
a multiplication of the transition probability matrix and
the vector h(ACi−1 ). This leads to a computational
complexity of O(NK2 ), where NK is the number of possible states in AC i . This is a significant burden on computation: for example if K = 3, the run time is on the Figure 2.4: Faster calculation of the
order of 230 . To address this problem, we have devel- probabilities of ACs. Red lines break
oped a divide and conquer algorithm for computing the the transition probability matrix into four
probability of ACs, which runs in O(NK log(NK )) time. pieces (for ACs with length 2). The probLet Pi denote the probability vector that contains all ability vector at the previous site is broh(ACi ) for ACi ∈ AC i at the site i. Let Ti−1,i denote ken into two pieces. Multiplication of
the transition probability matrix containing the transi- the matrix and the vector is faster due to
tion probabilities pt (ACi |ACi−1 ) that one AC at the site shared parts within these pieces.
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i − 1 transits to another AC at the site i. To obtain Pi , we need to compute Ti−1,i Pi−1 . Direct
computation leads to quadratic complexity.
For simplicity, we omit the site index notation i or i − 1 in Ti−1,i and Pi−1 . Let T b denote the
transition probability matrix for AC that has b bits. The AC is represented as a binary vector of
length b. Let P b denote the probability vector for the previous site (i − 1) of length b. A bipartition
of a matrix is a bipartition of each dimension, which divides a matrix into four sub-matrices with
equal size. A bipartition of a vector is a division that equally cuts the vector into two sub-vectors.
Figure 2.4 shows an example of a transition probability matrix T 3 and a probability vector P 3 for
AC with 3 bits. For example, the (2, 3) element in T 3 is the transition probability pt ((001)|(010)).
The bipartition for T 3 and P 3 is shown as red lines.
We observe that each bit in an ACi−1 transits to a bit in ACi independently (i.e. the transition
probability of each bit in ACi doesn’t depend on other bits). We use tbxy to denote the transition
probability of the bth bit from x to y (x, y ∈ {0, 1}). We can adapt the divide-and-conquer approach
in Idury and Elston (1997) to our problem as follows. With bipartition, T b can be viewed as four
sub-matrices, and P b can be divided into two sub-vectors. The key of the divide and conquer
approach is given in the Equation 2.7.


T bP b = 






tb00 T b−1

tb10 T b−1

tb01 T b−1 tb11 T b−1




tb00 T b−1 P b,0

b,0

tb10 T b−1 P b,1

+

 P  


=
tb01 T b−1 P b,0 + tb11 T b−1 P b,1
P b,1

(2.7)

Each sub-matrix of T b is equal to T b−1 multiplied by tbxy . Here, T b−1 is a transition probability
matrix where the bth bit of T b is masked off. For example, the top left sub-matrix of T 3 (Figure
2.4) is equal to t300 T 2 and the top right sub-matrix is equal to t310 T 2 . Let P b = (P b,0 , P b,1 ) denote
the bipartition of the probability vector. Then T b P b can be computed by computing T b−1 P b,0 and
T b−1 P b,1 . In general, T b−1 P b,0 and T b−1 P b,1 can then be divided in a similar way until we reach
T 1 (masking off b − 1 bits in AC). For the K th generation inference, each AC has b = 2K+1 − 1
K+1 −1

bits, which leads to NK = 2B = 22

possible states at each site. The divide and conquer
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scheme reduces computational complexity from O(NK2 ) to O(NK log(NK )).

2.2.4

Probabilistic inference

Maximum Likelihood (ML) inference of admixture proportions can be obtained by maximizing
the sampling probability p(G|M ) of the AC-based HMM model:

M ∗ = arg maxM p(G|M )

(2.8)

Let mj0 and mj1 denote the admixture proportions of the populations A and B respectively for
the ancestor j. These admixture proportions are then given by the stationary frequencies of the
Markov chain, which according to standard theory are given by

mj0

j
PB→A
= j
j
PA→B + PB→A

(2.9)

and

mj1

j
PA→B
= 1 − mj0
= j
j
PA→B + PB→A

(2.10)

j
j
and PB→A
are
respectively. From the invariance principle of ML, it follows that if PA→B

estimated by ML, the resulting estimates of mj0 and mj1 are also ML estimates.
j
j
To obtain ML estimates of PA→B
and PB→A
we apply the Boyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno

(BFGS) method of optimization. We use an implementation of the limited-memory version of the
algorithm (L-BFGS) (http://www.chokkan.org/software/liblbfgs) and the finite
difference method for estimating derivatives. We transform bounded parameters using the logit
function to accommodate bound constraints.
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2.3

Results

This section contains results on simulated, semi-simulated and real data. Some results are given
in the Supplementary Materials. Our method has been implemented in a computer program called
PedMix.

2.3.1

Results on simulated data

2.3.1.1

Simulation settings and evaluation

We perform extensive simulations to evaluate the performance of our method. We first simulate
a number of haplotypes using macs (Chen et al., 2009) from two ancestral populations which
diverged from one ancestral population at 4Ne t generations in the past. Here Ne is the effective
population size. An admixed population is then formed by merging the two ancestral populations
and simulating the process of random mating, genetic drift, and recombination using a diploid
Wright-Fisher model for g additional generations. We model recombination rate variation using
the local recombination estimates from the 1000 Genomes Project (Consortium et al., 2015). The
hotspot maps of the 22 human autosomal chromosomes are concatenated for a single string of
3 × 109 bp and subsequently simulated genomes are divided into 22 chromosomes of equal length
to facilitate clearly interpretable explorations of the relationship between accuracy and the amount
of data. Haplotypes are paired into genotypes and phasing errors are then added stochastically,
by placing them on the chromosome according to a Poisson process with rate pp . By default,
no phasing error is included in the simulations. The parameters we use in the simulations are
listed and explained in Table 2.1 together with their default values. For the default setting, the
approximate total number of SNPs simulated by macs is ∼ 14.7M . Here we apply frequencybased pruning to trim data (see Section A.1). Frequency-based pruning removes SNPs with a
minor allele frequency difference in two ancestral populations less than the pruning threshold df .
After pruning with the default df , each of the 22 chromosomes contains ∼ 26, 000 SNPs. In some
cases, the default simulated length L = 3 × 109 bp results in high computational burden. Therefore,
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Table 2.1: A list of parameters and their default values used in the simulation
Description
Symbol
Default
The number of haplotypes

nh

1000

The number of chromosomes

nc

22

Effective population size

Ne

10000

Region length (bp)

L

3 × 109 /5 × 108

Mutation rate (per generation per bp)

µ

1 × 10−8

Recombination rate (per generation per bp)

ρ

1 × 10−8

Ancestral populations splitting time (scaled with Ne )

t

0.2

The number of generations for admixture

g

10

The number of individuals to infer

ni

10

Frequency-based pruning threshold

df

0.5

in some simulations we also use a shorter length of L = 5 × 108 bp, divided into 3 chromosomes.
If not otherwise stated, we use L = 3 × 109 bp to be the default setting.
PedMix is then applied to the simulated genotype data from the admixed population for inference of admixture proportions of ancestors in the 1st generation (parents), the 2nd generation
(grandparents) and so on. To evaluate accuracy, we use the mean absolute error (MAE) between
ci , and the true admixture proportion, mi , for the ith ancesthe estimated admixture proportion, m
tor in the K th generation, as the metric of estimation error. If there are multiple individuals, we
further take the average over all individuals, i.e. the mean error for n individuals is defined by
Equation 2.11. Without loss of generality, we only consider the estimate of the proportions of the
ancestral population A. Because we assume two ancestral populations, the expected mean errors
of admixture proportions for two ancestral populations are identical.

Mean error =

X X
1
ci − mi |)
(
|m
j
j
n · 2K 1≤j≤n
K

(2.11)

1≤i≤2

As the admixture proportions inferred by the method are unlabeled with respect to individuals,
this leads to ambiguity on how to match the inferred proportions to the true proportions. We
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address this problem using a “best-match” procedure by rotating the parents for each internal node
in pedigree to find the best match between the inferred and the simulated admixture proportions.
For example, for inference in parents, we have true admixture proportions for two parents (m1 , m2 )
c1 , m
c2 ). We match both (m
c1 , m
c2 ) and (m
c2 , m
c1 ) to (m1 , m2 )
and estimated admixture proportions (m
and choose the one with smaller mean error. For the case of grandparent inference, there are eight
possible matchings and we explore all eight to obtain the best match.

2.3.1.2

Evaluation of ancestral inference accuracy

Figure 2.5 shows the mean error when inferring admixture proportions of parents, grandparents, and great
grandparents under the default simulation settings (as
shown in Table 2.1). We compare the performance of
PedMix to what is expected from random guess based
on a Bayesian model. The random guess is described in
Section A.3 in the Supplementary Materials. We sample
10 genotypes from simulated admixed population for g

Figure 2.5: Comparison between the ac-

(g ≥ 3) generations.

curacy of PedMix and random guess for
parents, grandparents and great grand-

Note that inference of great grandparents admixture
proportions is computationally demanding in the current

parents. Smaller number of SNPs are
used for great grandparent simulations.

framework. Therefore, we use a more extreme trimming
threshold, df = 0.9, when inferring great grandparent admixture, resulting in only 26,638 SNPs.
As expected, it is easier to estimate admixture proportions of more recent ancestors. This is
because, as we trace the ancestry of a single individual back in time, the genome of the extant
individual contains progressively less information about an ancestor.
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2.3.1.3

Comparison of PedMix to existing methods

Although there are no existing methods for inferring the admixture proportions of grandparents
and great grandparents that we can compare PedMix to, there is a method called ANCESTOR
(Zou et al., 2015) that infers admixture proportions of parental genomic ancestries given ancestry
of a focal individual. And there are many methods (e.g., ADMIXTURE Alexander et al. (2009)
and RFmix Maples et al. (2013)) for inferring admixture proportions of individuals of the current generation. In this section we first compare estimates of the admixture proportions of a focal
individual obtained from ADMIXTURE and RFmix, arguably the state-of-the-art methods for ancestry inference, to the average of parental or grandparental admixture proportions inferred using
PedMix. Here, we use the average of the estimated admixture proportions from ancestors as the
proxy for the admixture proportion of the focal individual. If the admixture proportions of ancestors inferred by PedMix are accurate, we would expect the average of these admixture proportions
of ancestors can serve as a good approximation for the focal individual. And this average should
be approximately as accurate as the admixture proportions inferred by RFmix and ADMIXTURE.
We note that the high accuracy of PedMix in inferring the admixture proportion of a focal individual from the average of parental or grandparental proportions does not necessarily imply that the
parental and grandparental admixture proportions themselves are accurately inferred. However, if
the admixture proportion of a focal individual is poorly estimated from the inferred admixture proportions of the ancestors, this may suggest that the admixture proportion estimates for the ancestors
also are not accurate.
We randomly sample 20 individuals from an admixed population and run ADMIXTURE,
RFmix and PedMix on the same datasets. The genotypes are preprocessed with LD pruning (see
Section A.1.2 of the Supplementary Materials) and contain phasing errors simulated with rate
pp = 0.00002 per bp. We deduce the ancestry of each individual using PedMix from the inferred
admixture proportions of either parents or grandparents, by using the average of the inferred admixture proportions of the ancestors. ADMIXTURE and RFmix infer the admixture proportions
of extant individuals directly. More details on how ADMIXTURE and RFmix are applied are
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Table 2.2: Mean and standard deviation of the error in the estimate of admixture proportions
for ADMIXTURE, RFmix and PedMix (in unit of %). Note the PedMix results are the average
proportions from the estimated admixture proportions of parents or grandparents .
Error (in %)

ADMIXTURE RFmix PedMix (ave. of parents) PedMix (ave. of grandparents)

mean
standard deviation

1.16
1.43

1.77
1.52

2.01
2.5

3.53
2.53

Table 2.3: Mean and standard deviation of the error in the estimate of admixture proportions of
parents from ANCESTOR and PedMix (in unit of %).
Error (in %)
ANCESTOR (parents) PedMix (parents)
mean
standard deviation

9.63
6.13

6.54
2.14

given in Section A.5.1 of the Supplementary Materials. Table 2.2 shows the mean error as defined
in Equation 2.11 and the error’s standard deviation. Our results show that the admixture proportions inferred from the average of ancestral admixture proportions in PedMix are comparable to
those of RFmix and ADMIXTURE. The estimate by parents matches the results of RFmix and
ADMIXTURE. The estimate by RFmix and ADMIXTURE is slightly better than the estimate by
grandparents.
We further compare the estimates of admixture proportions of parents from PedMix to those
from ANCESTOR. ANCESTOR requires the ancestry states with tract length. That is, which
ancestral population one tract inherits from. Here we use the inferred ancestry by RFmix when
running ANCESTOR. More details on how ANCESTOR is applied are given in Section A.5.1 of
the Supplementary Materials. Mean error is computed between the true admixture proportions
of parents and the estimates from ANCESTOR or PedMix (Table 2.3). Estimates by PedMix are
more accurate than ANCESTOR by about 3% on average.

2.3.1.4

Impact of simulation parameters
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We run PedMix on different amounts of data, by subsampling 5, 10, 15 and 20 chromosomes, to evaluate
the effect of data amount on inference accuracy. The
mean error is estimated over 10 samples. From Figure
2.6, we can see a clear linear decrease of mean error for
parents, grandparents and great grandparents inference,
as more data are added. The highest mean error for five
chromosomes is 18.07%, which is still much lower than
Figure 2.6: Impact of data amount. We

the random guess (about 35%, Figure 2.5).

use 5, 10, 15, and 20 chromosomes respecWe perform additional simulations to investigate the
impact of various simulation parameters on the accuracy of our method. To investigate the effect of muta-

tively. For great grandparents inference,
df = 0.9 is used due to computational burden.

tion rates and recombination rates, we use the default
setting with a shorter genome of length L = 5 × 108 (Table 2.1) to reduce the computational
time (Figure 2.7). The expected number of SNPs simulated in a region increases linearly with the
mutation rate. This leads to a reduction in the mean error with increased mutation rates, as more
informative markers are available for analysis (Figure 2.7 (A)). However, the reduction is modest
because the statistical accuracy is mostly limited by the number of admixture tracts and not by the
number of markers. In contrast, recombination rate has a much stronger effect on the accuracy than
mutation rate because increased recombination rates introduce more admixture tracts (Figure 2.7
(B)). The mean error for both parental and grandparental inferences decreases and then asymptotes
as recombination rate increases further. As the length of each tract decreases, the information regarding the ancestry for each tract also decreases. Even with very high recombination rates, there
may still be some error determined by the degree of genetic divergence between populations and
the number of generations since admixture.
The simulations assume a model of two ancestral populations that diverged 4Ne t generations
ago and then admixed g generations ago. The performance of the method clearly depends on these
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Figure 2.7: Mean error for different simulation parameter settings. (A) Varying mutation rates.
L = 5 × 108 . (B) Varying recombination rates. L = 5 × 108 . (C) Varying the time since admixture.
(D) Ancestral population split time. For t = 0.01, there are no SNPs left after using the df = 0.5
cut-off. As a result, we use df = 0.2, leaving 74,227 SNPs for analysis. Default parameters are
used except for the variable indicated by the X axis of each plot.

parameters. If g is small, the number of admixture tracts is also small, complicating inferences,
particularly in the grandparental generation. As g increases from 4 to 10, the mean error reduces
from 7.13% to 4.47% for parent inference and from 15.34% to 7.36% for grandparents respectively
(Figure 2.7 (C)). There is also a strong effect of t on the accuracy. As t increases, allele frequency
differences between the admixing populations increase and it becomes easier to distinguish admixture tracts from two ancestral populations (Figure 2.7 (D)). When t > 0.5 the mean error for
parental inferences drops to below 1%.
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Figure 2.8: Example pie charts of admixture proportions for 6 individuals. For each individual,
we display four pie charts which represent four grandparents respectively. The blue part shows the
percentage of CEU population and the orange part shows the percentage of YRI population.

2.3.2

Results on real data

We run PedMix on the data from the 1000 Genomes Project (Consortium et al., 2015). The 1000
Genomes Project recently released phased haplotypes on 22 chromosomes for 1,092 individuals.
We analyze data from the CEU (Utah Residents with Northern and Western European Ancestry),
YRI (Yoruba in Ibadan, Nigeria) and ASW (Americans of African Ancestry in SW USA) populations. The African-American population tends to have admixed European and African (primarily
West-African) ancestry. Here we regard CEU and YRI as the two source populations for ASW and
infer the admixture proportions of parents and grandparents of ASW individuals. For these three
populations, there are 85 CEU individuals (170 haplotypes), 88 YRI individuals (176 haplotypes)
and 61 ASW individuals (122 haplotypes) in total in the 1000 Genomes Project data.
We approximate the allele frequencies in the two hypothetical source populations using the
average allele frequencies in the CEU and YRI populations. The original data has 1,060,387 SNPs
in total. After applying the frequency-based pruning with df = 0.5, there are 256,122 SNPs (about
24%) left. The recombination fractions are calculated based on the recombination hotspot map
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of the 1000 Genomes Project (Consortium et al., 2015). We sample 7 individuals from the CEU,
YRI and ASW populations and apply PedMix to infer admixture proportions in their parents and
grandparents.
The inference results of admixture proportions for parents and grandparents for seven 1000
Genomes individuals are shown in Figure 2.8. We infer the admixture proportions of the CEU
individual ancestors to be 98% of CEU origin on average. Similarly, the admixture proportions
of YRI individuals ancestors are 98% of YRI origin on average. The admixture proportions in
the African-American ASW population vary considerably among individuals (Figure 2.8). Note
that some ancestors for the CEU and YRI individuals have small (but non-zero) inferred admixture
proportions. Since the proportions are very small (within the error margin of our method), we
cannot determine whether these ancestors are admixed or not.
To further validate our results, we analyze 61 individuals from ASW population using ADMIXTURE and RFmix. Genotypes are pruned with the default LD pruning setting (see Section
A.1.2 of the Supplementary Material). Meanwhile, genotypes from CEU and YRI populations are
provided as the two ancestral populations in both tools. Using PedMix, we compute the average
admixture proportions from parents and grandparents to see if the results are consistent with those
from ADMIXTURE and RFmix. The percentages of the CEU origin of the five ASW individuals are shown in Table 2.4. We list five individuals from ASW with different level of admixture
proportions (from 20% to 90%). Although the true admixture proportions of these individuals
are unknown, the results of PedMix are consistent with those from RFmix and ADMIXTURE.
Moreover, the estimate by PedMix is highly correlated with those by ADMIXTURE and RFmix.
Pearson correlation coefficients are 0.9954 and 0.9945 respectively (Table S1).

2.3.3

Results on semi-simulated data

We now show results on semi-simulated data. Here, we use genotypes of CEU/YRI/ASW populations from the 1000 Genomes Project as the founders of a fixed pedigree topology as shown
in Figure 2.9. This way, the genotypes are closer to the real data and we know the origin of the
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Table 2.4: Comparison of admixture proportion estimate among ADMIXTURE, RFmix and PedMix for five ASW individuals. The PedMix results are the averages of the admixture proportions
of parents and grandparents inferred by PedMix. These averages are used as proxies for focal individuals, and are then compared with estimates of ADMIXTURE and RFmix. The percentage of
CEU origin is shown in table.
individual ID ADMIXTURE
NA20296
NA19625
NA19921
NA20414
NA20314

22.06%
32.02%
41.22%
63.84%
92.38%

RFmix

PedMix (ave. of parents) PedMix (ave. of grandparents)

21.78%
34.35%
41.20%
68.76%
97.93%

20.46%
31.96%
42.61%
63.88%
88.76%

17.37%
31.13%
39.84%
67.00%
88.13%

founders. For this pedigree of two generations, we select four genotypes from one or more populations among CEU, YRI and ASW populations as grandparents. We assume there is no phasing
error along these grandparental genomes. Then we simulate two genotypes as parents and one
genotype as the focal individual based on the standard genetics law. Recombination rate is modeled from the hotspot maps of the 1000 Genomes Project as in the other simulations. To assess the
impact of phasing errors, we also create data with phasing errors by adding phasing errors stochastically with the rate pp = 0.00002 per bp for the focal individuals. We run PedMix on the genotype
of the focal individual genotype with or without phasing error to infer the admixture proportions
of parents and grandparents. RFmix is run to estimate the admixture proportions of parents (respectively grandparents) using the genotypes of parents (respectively grandparents). We use the
estimates from RFmix with the ancestral genotypes as the ground truth on the admixture proportions of ancestors. Here we examine six cases with different ancestral origins of the grandparents:
CCCY, CCYY, CYCY, AAAA, AAAC and AACY (where C is for CEU, Y is for YRI and A is for
ASW). As an example, CCCY stands for the four grandparents from CEU, CEU, CEU and YRI
respectively. Figure 2.9 shows the estimates by RFmix and PedMix. Mean error is computed from
the six inferred admixture proportions (two parents and four grandparents) in the pedigree and
their estimates by RFmix. Although the focal individuals in the pedigrees CCYY and CYCY both
have around 50% admixture proportion, PedMix is able to tell the difference in the parents by esti28

Figure 2.9: Six pedigrees for semi-simulated data analysis. The percentage of CEU origin is shown
in pedigrees. Admixture proportions in black are estimates by RFmix using ancestors’ genotypes
and are assumed to be the true proportions. Admixture proportions in blue and red are estimates by
PedMix using genotypes of the focal individual with (red) or without (blue) phasing error. Mean
error is the average over the two parents and four grandparents.

mating the parental admixture proportions being 82.41% and 16.43% for CCYY and 47.05% and
43.78% for CYCY. This largely agrees with the true admixture proportions of the parents, which
are ∼100% and ∼0% for CCYY and ∼50% and ∼50% for CYCY. Note that the true admixture
proportions for the two parents are known for a pedigree with the known grandparental origin. For
example, in the CCYY case the true parental admixture proportions are 100% and 0%. This is
because one parent has two CEU grandparents and thus this parent is 100% CEU. Similarly, the
other parent is 100% YRI. This indicates that PedMix is able to collect useful information from
the admixture tract lengths in the focal individual. Results on genotypes without phasing errors
tend to be more accurate than those with phasing errors. Our results indicate that phasing errors
can indeed lead to larger inference error for some cases. Thus, it is useful to use haplotypes with
less phasing errors. Estimates for parents are more accurate than those of grandparents.
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2.4

Discussion

We develop a method for inference of admixture proportions of recent ancestors such as parents
and grandparents. To the best of our knowledge, there are no other methods for inferring admixture
proportions for grandparents or great grandparents. The key idea is using the distribution of admixture tracts which is influenced by the ancestral admixture proportions. Admixture tracts capture
the important linkage disequilibrium information. We can show that treating SNPs as independent
sites is insufficient for inferring ancestral admixture proportions in general. Our method uses a
pedigree model, which is a reasonable model for recent genealogical history of a single individual.
Previously, there are approaches for inferring ancestry that use additional information. For example, maps or other localization information are used in Yang et al. (2014); Margalit et al. (2015).
Our approach only uses the genetic data from a single individual.
A natural question is whether our method can be extended to more distant ancestors. In theory
it could, but as the number of generations increases, the amount of information for each ancestor
decreases and the computational burden increases. This can be seen from Figure 2.5, where the
inference error for great grandparents is significantly higher than those for parents or grandparents.
On the other hand, Figure 2.5 shows that there are still information obtained from the inference
even in the more difficult great grandparent case.
In Table 2.2, we show that PedMix can be used to infer the admixture proportions of an extant
individual by averaging the inferred admixture proportions of ancestors. In comparison between
ADMIXTURE and RFmix, we find that the admixture proportions inferred from the average of
ancestral admixture proportions in PedMix is comparable to that of RFmix and ADMIXTURE.
The key difference between PedMix and RFmix/ADMIXTURE is that PedMix infers the admixture proportions of ancestors while the other methods infer the admixture proportions of the focal
individuals. Also note that when we compare PedMix with RFmix and ADMIXTURE, PedMix
uses recombination fractions in the founding populations, which are not used by RFmix and ADMIXTURE.
Inference with PedMix is affected by the parameter settings of the underlying population ge30

netic process (Figure 2.7). The inference error of PedMix can be significantly reduced if the
recombination rate is high, admixture is more ancient, or the divergence time between the two
source populations is larger. Increasing the chromosome length has similar effect on inference as
increasing the recombination rate.
In line with other studies (e.g. Anderson et al., 2010), we find that pruning of SNPs and preprocessing to remove potential phasing errors is critical for obtaining reasonably accurate results.
In Section A.5.2, we compared two trimming strategies, LD pruning and frequency-based pruning.
LD pruning is a common strategy used in HMM-based applications for removing background LD
that is not modeled by the HMM. However, as low-frequency SNPs are more likely to have small
values of r2 , but are less informative for inference, strategies for removing SNPs based solely on
measures of LD such as r2 might not be optimal. In fact, in the limited simulations performed
here, we find (Sections A.5.2), perhaps surprisingly, that pruning strategies based on removing
low-frequency SNPs, rather than SNPs in high LD, lead to the best performance. Based on our
experience, we use the frequency-based trimming as our default data trimming approach. The objective of this paper is not to explore SNP pruning strategies for HMMs, but our results suggest
that existing methods could be improved by devising better methods for SNP pruning.
PedMix works with haplotypes. At present, haplotypes are mainly inferred from genotype
data and thus usually contain errors. Figure S3 shows that if untreated, phasing error can indeed
greatly increase the inference error of PedMix. On the other hand, when we apply preprocessing
to remove the obvious phasing errors, inference errors can be significantly reduced. Nonetheless,
phasing error can still reduce inference accuracy. We note that phasing methods are constantly
improving and the problem of phasing errors may be greatly reduced in the near future.
As shown in Figure 2.6, it is desirable to use larger (e.g. whole genome) genetic data for the
genetic settings that are similar to those of human. Simulation shows that PedMix can scale to
whole genome data, when proper data preprocessing is performed. The current implementation of
PedMix assumes two ancestral populations. In principle, PedMix can be extended to allow more
than two ancestral populations, although this may lead to increased computational time.
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Chapter 3
A Classification-based Method for Species
Delimitation from Population Genetic Data

3.1

Introduction

Species are considered to have fundamental importance in ecological and evolutionary studies. In
the light of new sequencing technologies, the use of multi-locus sequence data and identification of
species status have undergone a revolution during the last two decades (Rannala, 2015). Many papers have been written on, and various computational approaches have been developed for, species
delimitation (e.g. Yang and Rannala, 2010; Ence and Carstens, 2011; Jones et al., 2014). However, there has been significant confusion on species delimitation (Rannala, 2015; Carstens et al.,
2013). One of the main issues is the lack of the widely acceptable definition of the concept of
species itself. It is reported that there have been over 20 definitions of species (Wilkins, 2009;
Hausdorf, 2011). For example, Biological Species Concept (BSC) defines a species as populations
that actually or potentially interbreed in nature (Mayr, 1976). Another example is the evolutionary
species concept (ESC), which defines a species to be a lineage that maintains its identity from
other lineages and has its own evolutionary tendencies and historical fate (Wiley, 1978). Bayesian
approaches such as BP&P (Yang and Rannala, 2010) often rely on ESC. Clearly, it is difficult to
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quantify one concept to a well-defined “delimiter” (Rannala, 2015). The difficulty in specifying the
species concept makes it even harder to develop computational methods for species delimitation.
Despite the difficulty in defining species, there has been active research for developing computational approaches for species delimitation (e.g. Rannala and Yang, 2013; Ence and Carstens,
2011; Jones et al., 2014; Birky Jr, 2013). Recently, model-based methods (e.g. Bayesian approaches) for species delimitation with multi-locus sequence data became popular in the literature.
The Bayesian approach is usually based on the multi-species coalescent (MSC) model (e.g. Takahata et al., 1995; Rosenberg et al., 2002a; Rannala and Yang, 2003). The representative approach
for Bayesian species delimitation is the BP&P approach (Yang and Rannala, 2010; Rannala and
Yang, 2013). Other recently developed methods for species delimitation include BFD* (Leache
et al., 2014) and PHRAPL (Jackson et al., 2017).
Here, we take the evolutionary species concept (ESC). That is, populations are called species
if they are isolated by evolutionary timescale. Here, evolutionary timescale mainly refers to two
quantities:
1. Divergence time τ of two species or populations.
2. The per generation per individual migration rate m between two species or populations.
Now imagine we consider two groups of gene sequences that are sampled from two populations. As biologists, we want to know whether: 1) these distinct genetic groups are actually two
species that diverged τ coalescent units ago and exchange migrants at rate m after the population
split, or 2) these genetically distinct populations belong to the same species. That is, the problem
of species delimitation we consider is essentially a statistical inference problem. Assume for now
the mutation rate per generation per base µ is fixed. Suppose the two groups are indeed from two
distinct species. Intuitively, when θ = 4N µ (N is effective population size) and τ decreases (i.e.
shallow divergence times), it becomes statistically more difficult to distinguish between the two
cases (Rannala, 2015; Zhang et al., 2011). When the scaled migration parameter M = N m ≤ 0.1,
it virtually has no effect in determining whether the two groups are from two different species
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(Zhang et al., 2011). As M increases, the two species exchange gene sequences more often and
thus it becomes more difficult to tell apart the two cases. It is stated in Zhang et al. (2011) that
M = 1 is the isolation threshold for Bayesian methods. With high migration M ≥ 10 per generation, species delimitation methods strongly favor one-species model. Many existing methods
(e.g. BP&P) aim to classify the given gene sequences that fall within the cases specified by the
evolutionary thresholds above.
While approaches such as BP&P are certainly very useful and have been used extensively in
the literature, existing methods such as BP&P work less well for “harder” cases when the genetic isolation timescale is near the evolutionary threshold and when migration event involves in
the evolutionary process (Sukumaran and Knowles, 2017; Rannala, 2015). Most existing species
delimitation approaches (including BP&P and BFD*) don’t consider gene flow in their models.
The impact of gene flow for species delimitation has started to be studied recently (Jackson et al.,
2017). Moreover, many existing species delimitation methods (e.g. BP&P and PHRAPL) are often
very slow for large data. This raises two questions: (i) Can one design more accurate and efficient
methods that give more accurate species delimitation results than existing methods (e.g. BP&P) at
these harder cases? (ii) Can such method also reliably find the underlying genetic isolation with
gene flow?
We note that the underlying evolutionary thresholds are specific to the inference method, not
a fundamental aspect of the species delimitation problem itself. That is, it is conceivable that
a different computational method can statistically distinguish cases that violate the evolutionary
thresholds where approaches such as BP&P cannot distinguish. Such a method can be useful, for
example, if one is interested in studying very closely-related species. Rannala (2015) proposed
a resolution of focusing on characteristic patterns of genetic divergence between populations for
species delimitation. Here, we follow this general approach and explore the feasibility of detecting
genetic divergence in populations to delimit species. Since the concept of species is critical to any
method for species delimitation, we elaborate on the concept of species. When only sequences are
given and no prior knowledge about the organisms are known, one may view species delimitation as
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a statistical inference problem. Suppose there are two species delimitation methods: “aggressive”
and “conservative”. The aggressive method tends to call “different species” more often than the
“conservative” method. By doing so, the aggressive method may have less false negatives but
more false positives than the conservative method. Therefore, one may view the species boundary
corresponds to the statistical error threshold that the user can accept. A machine learning approach
is designed to achieve good performance of species delimitation by balancing the false positive
and false negative errors.
Thus, we propose a classification based method, called CLADES (which stands for CLAssification based DElimitation of Species), for species delimitation. Here are the main contributions of
our method.
1. CLADES is based on a classification model trained and tested with the multi-locus sequence
data. The main advantage of CLADES is that it can more accurately distinguish the “same
species” and “different species” cases than Bayesian methods, especially when the genetic
isolation is not very ancient. Different from many existing methods, CLADES can still give
reasonable delimitation results when there is gene flow.
2. CLADES is designed to determine whether two or more groups of gene sequences belong to
the same or different species. Different from many existing methods, we don’t need the user
to provide guide trees (also see Jones et al., 2014) or provide priors of root age and θ. Our
method can be applied to datasets where there are more than two populations.
3. We demonstrate that CLADES is robust against various modeling assumptions, such as various population demographic events, and different evolutionary parameters.
4. CLADES is very efficient and can scale to large and long sequence dataset. It is also flexible
and can also be easily extended to accommodate new requirements.
We mainly use simulated data to validate the performance of CLADES. We also apply CLADES
on real biological data to demonstrate CLADES can indeed work on real data.
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Figure 3.1: A population tree for seven populations and corresponding species tree for four species.
Species A, B and D have two populations.

3.2
3.2.1

Method
Overview

Population trees model the evolutionary history of multiple populations, where these populations
may represent different species. Here, populations are labeled with alphabet letters and numbers.
Unless otherwise stated, populations labeled with same alphabet prefix belong to the same species.
Figure 3.1 illustrates an example of a population tree and its corresponding species tree. The
population tree shows that A1 and A2 are the two populations of the same species A.
For a population, we collect a number of genomic

index 1

sequences at multiple loci. We assume they evolve acPA

cording to the standard population genetic models. In
particular, mutation rate µ and effective population size
N are assumed to be constant among all loci. Given

PB

multi-locus sequence data from several populations, our
objective is to assign these populations to a number of
species. For simplicity, we first focus on two populations. If given multiple populations, we consider each
pair of populations separately and then conduct species
delimitation by maximizing the likelihood of species
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2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 10

1

A G C A A G A A C A

2

T G C A A G A A C A

3

A G C A A G A A C T

4

A G C A A G A A C A

5

A G C A A G A A C T

6

T G C A T G T T C T

7

A G C T T G A T C T

8

A G C T T G A T C T

9

A G C T T G A T C T

10

A G C T T G A A C A

Figure 3.2: Sequences from two populations. PA and PB represent population A
and B. Row: sequence. Column: site
index.

status assignment of these multiple populations. This is described in Section 3.2.3.
The key idea of our method is viewing species delimitation as a classification problem. It is
a problem of determining the category of an unlabeled data sample, on the basis of training data
containing samples whose categories are known. Suppose there are nA and nB genomic sequences
collected from two populations A and B at a locus. Then a label “+1” or “-1” is either known
or expected to be assigned for this group of sequences, meaning population A and B belong to
the “different species” or “same species”. Here, a group of sequences at one locus from two
populations is considered as one data sample. With the obtained sequences from multiple loci, we
are able to collect a number of data samples for two populations. These samples can be naturally
classified into two clusters based on their labels “+1” and “-1”. We use standard population genetic
simulation to generate training data with known labels to train a classifier, which can be later used
to determine if two populations belong to the same species or not. Note that it is possible the
predicted labels at different loci for two populations are not always the same. In this case, one can
take majority vote of all data samples for two populations. That is based on the percentage of loci
supporting a species status between two population. We further discuss this situation in Section
3.2.3.

3.2.2

Summary statistics for classification

Using the full information of genomic sequences is difficult for model construction and estimation.
Thus, we use a list of summary statistics to represent the key information about the evolutionary
history on the sequences that is contained in the sequence data. That is, summary statistics are the
features we use in the classification to represent data samples. The chosen features should capture
aspects of the underlying genealogical history of the sequences and help to distinguish between
two clusters (“same species” and “different species”). Our method CLADES uses five informative
summary statistics: the proportion of private positions, folded-SFS, pairwise difference ratio, Fstatistics and longest shared tract. Each of them presents a high correlation with cluster category.
For completeness, in the following, we provide more details on how we compute these summary
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statistics. See standard population genetics books (e.g. Hartl et al., 1997; Gillespie, 2010) for more
details.

3.2.2.1

Private position

We compute the proportion of private positions among the total number of polymorphic positions
found in the group of sequences. We call a position fixed in a population if all sequences have the
same allele type within the population at the position. A site is called variant if it is not fixed. For
nA + nB sequences from population A and B, we say a position is private if the position is fixed
in one population but not fixed with same allele type in the other population. The more divergent
two lineages are, the more private positions in the genome we expect there to be. For example in
Figure 3.2, the position 4 is a private position because it is fixed with allele ‘A’ in the population A
but not fixed in the population B. And the position 5 is also a private position since it is fixed with
allele ‘A’ in population A and is fixed with a different allele ‘T’ in population B. The proportion
of private positions among these sequences is 4/6 = 66.67% (Figure 3.2).

3.2.2.2

Folded-SFS with k bins

SFS (site frequency spectrum) is a vector that describes the distribution of allele frequencies over a
set of sequences. Site frequency represents a different spectrum between genetic data from a single
species and two different species. The ith element in the SFS describes the number of alleles that
has i copies of one allele type among all nA + nB individuals. Here we do not consider the fixed
sites. So the length of SFS is nA + nB − 1. The summation of SFS equals to the total number
of variants nv . For example in Figure 3.2, SFS is [1, 1, 0, 2, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0]. The first element
‘1’ indicates that there is 1 allele (site 7) that has allele type ‘T’ with frequency of 1. The fourth
element ‘2’ indicates there are 2 alleles (sites 4 and 8) that have allele type ‘T’ with frequency 4
among all the sequences.
Since we regard two allele types interchangeably, we further use the folded-SFS by adding
the ith element and (nA + nB − i)-th element of SFS together to form a new vector of length
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(nA + nB − 1)/2. For example, the folded-SFS for sequence data in Figure 3.2 is [1, 1, 0, 3, 1].
The 4th element is created by summing up 4th and 6th elements in SFS. When having a large
number of individuals, SFS can be long and sparse. To make it more informative, we collapse a
folded-SFS into k bins by dividing a folded-SFS into k parts from left to right with equal length
and summing the elements in each part together. When having a large k, it might easily lose power
in classification. To balance the different number of sites in different dataset, we use a unified
k = 3 to denote three levels of spectrum as low frequency, medium frequency and high frequency
sites.

3.2.2.3

Pairwise difference ratio

Pairwise difference is useful since it measures the similarity between two populations. An existing
method proposed by Birky Jr (2013) uses K/θ ≥ 4 with 95% confidence to delimit species. Here
K/θ is the same as the pairwise difference ratio defined here. We compute pairwise difference as
the number of different alleles between two sequences. For example, sequence AGCAAGAACA
and sequence T GCAT GT T CA have the pairwise difference of 4 since they have the different
alleles at positions 1, 5, 7 and 8. For a number of sequences, pairwise differences can be computed for pairs of sequences and the average of them can be used as summary statistics. Regarding
nA +nB sequences from two populations, there are two types of pairwise difference means to compute: pairwise difference mean within a single population and pairwise difference mean between
populations. Let dbetween and dwithin denote these two values respectively. We use the average of
B
the pairwise difference mean in two populations dwithin = (dA
within + dwithin )/2 to represent the

mean within population for whole sequences. For pairwise difference between populations, we
compute pairwise difference mean between sequences in the population A and the population B.
Pairwise difference ratio is defined as r = dbetween /dwithin . When two populations are distantly
related, r would be much greater than 1.
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3.2.2.4

F-statistics Fst

In population genetics, F-statistics, also known as fixation index, describes the level of heterozygosity of population. Suppose p̄ is the average frequency of an allele in all the populations combined, and σS2 is the variance of allele frequency of each population. F-statistics is defined as
Fst = σS2 /p̄(1 − p̄). However, the quantities used in the definition are hard to estimate. In practice,
we use one simple estimator of Fst in the following way Fst = (dbetween − dwithin )/dbetween . Here
dbetween and dwithin are defined above.

3.2.2.5

Longest shared tract

If we view each sequence as a string, then the shared tract indicates the common substring that
two sequences share. Note that the sequences are aligned, so the shared tract must be at the same
position. For example in sequences 1 and 6, the region from position 2 to 4 is a shared tract and
the position 6 is another shared tract. We are interested in the longest shared tract between two
populations. For example, the longest shared tract length between population A and B in Figure
3.2 is 5 since sequences 1 and 10 are identical from position 6 to 10. Here we use the percentage of
shared tract length as our summary statistics. In this case, it is 50%. The purpose of this summary
statistics is to detect the migration between populations. When two populations have a high level
of heterozygosity but there are long shared tracts, it is likely that these two population diverge
anciently but exchange gene flow.

3.2.3

Classification-based species delimitation

To train a classifier for delimiting species, we use a classic supervised learning approach called
Support Vector Machine (SVM) (Cortes and Vapnik, 1995). Supervised learning is one type of
machine learning that infers functions (that map inputs to outputs) from training data. Here we
conduct extensive simulation to collect two populations data from “different species” and “same
species” under various evolutionary settings (see Section 3.2.4). The aim is to divide all training
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samples into two clusters with the least miss-classification score. As described above, each training
sample can be represented as a list of summary statistics. SVM builds a support vector regression
using these summary statistics and then trains the weights for each statistic iteratively to minimize
the miss-classification loss. As SVM assumes the training data is in a standard range, all summary
statistics are normalized to the range of [0, 1]. We use LibSVM (Chang and Lin, 2011) to conduct
model training. SVM classifier can compute the probability for which cluster a training sample
falls into. Suppose multi-locus sequence data are collected for two populations. The predicted
labels from classifier may disagree for these two populations at different loci. Then we compute the
mean of probabilities that they belong to the “same species” or “different species” across multiple
loci. The species status with higher probability would be the inference result.
With the trained classifier for pairwise populations, we now build a framework based on this
classifier to perform species delimitation for multiple populations. Suppose there are n (n ≥ 2)
populations {P1 , P2 , ..., Pn }, we first pair up every two populations and use the trained classifier to
determine the species status and the associated probability for these two populations. Every pair
of populations has an average probability to be assigned to “different species” or “same species”
after this step. Let P (SPi ,Pj = +1) and P (SPi ,Pj = −1) denote the probabilities that populations i and j belong to the different and same species. Suppose A is the assignment of species
delimitation for n populations. An assignment A is a number of sets that contains one or multiple
populations. Populations that fall into the same set belong to the same species and populations in
different sets belong to the different species. For each assignment, we can compute a likelihood
Q
by multiplying the probabilities for pairwise populations L(A) = i,j P (SPi ,Pj |A). We then find
the optimal assignment A∗ that gives maximum likelihood for the species assignments for multiple
populations.

3.2.4

Training data generation
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To obtain training data, we conduct simulation based
on the two-species model (Figure 3.3). For simplicity,
two-species model contains two species A and B that
diverge at ancient time τ with the same population size
parameters θA = θB = θ. Each species have two populations that split in a very recent time τp . Figure 3.3
Figure 3.3: Two-species model. There
illustrates a population tree for the two-species model.
are two species A and B in population
Migration is allowed to occur between species A and B
tree, and each species have two populawith M = N m migrants per generation, where m is
tions A1 and A2 , B1 and B2 .
the migration rate per generation. With this two-species
model, we use the MCcoal simulator (Rannala and Yang, 2003) to simulate multi-locus sequence
data with length L under various parameters (θ, τ, M ) for training purpose.
According to Zhang and Hewitt (2003), animal and plant species have a broad range of θ ∼
(0.0005, 0.02). Thus, we choose θ from set {0.0005, 0.001, 0.002, 0.004, 0.008, 0.01, 0.02}. For
each θ, we simulate two cases of species divergence time τ = θ and τ = θ/10, representing an
ancient divergence and a more recent divergence between species A and B. For the case of two
populations from the same species, the splitting time is fixed to τp = θ/500 in the model. Migration
parameter M is chosen from the candidate set {0, 0.01, 0.1, 1, 3, 5}. For each possible (θ, τ, M )
setting, we simulate sequences at 100 loci in L = 100Kbp for populations A1 , A2 , B1 and B2 . And
for each locus, 40 sequences are sampled, 10 for each population. For the ease of simulation, we
assume symmetric migration between species A and B before populations in species split at time
τp .
The procedure of training a model is conducted in two steps. We first train a classifier for data
simulated under each (θ, τ, M ) setting with 4-fold cross-validation to examine the accuracy. As the
training accuracy is higher than 75%, we then combine all the training samples together to train a
global classifier in order to fit all possible θ and M . This way, the trained classifier doesn’t assume
a fixed θ and M value. This is useful for data where these parameters are unknown. At last, we
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generate a small amount of test data to test the model accuracy. Large number of training samples
are required to get a robust classifier.

3.3
3.3.1

Results
Accuracy of the classifier

The accuracy of CLADES mainly relies on accurate classification of data samples from two populations. Here we define the accuracy of the classifier as the percentage of accurately classified data
samples (i.e. two populations data at one locus). Note that the accuracy of the classifier is different
from the accuracy of the CLADES model. To evaluate the performance of the classifier, we simulate test data with various parameters (θ, τ, M ). The candidate values of these parameters are the
same as those described in Section 3.2.4. If not specified otherwise, for each setting we simulate
sequence data at 30 loci with length L = 10Kbp in the default setting based on the two-species
model.

3.3.1.1

The impact of population size parameter θ

To test how the population size parameter θ affects the performance of the trained classifier, we
combine the test data samples simulated with the same θ values together as a group. As shown in
Figure 3.4 (A), the accuracy of the classifier increases as the population size parameter increases.
The same is for F-score. The percentage of accurately classified samples is above 75% when θ is
as small as 0.0005. The increase of F-score along with accuracy indicates false positives and false
negatives reduce accordingly and become more balanced.

3.3.1.2

The impact of migration parameter M

We study the impact of the migration parameter M by evaluating the accuracy for each candidate
M . Here we combine the data samples simulated with the same M as a group. Figure 3.4 (B)
shows that the percentage of accurately classified samples decreases as the migration parameter
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Figure 3.4: (A)The impact of population size parameter θ. (B) The impact of migration parameter
M . For better visualization, x-axis is shown in logarithmic scale. Note that M = 0 cannot be
plotted in logarithmic scale, thus we use 0.001 to represent M = 0 here.
increases. Recall the isolation threshold M = 1 is proposed by Zhang and Hewitt (2003) for
Bayesian methods. We also observe a significant decrease in accuracy when M is greater than
1. However, the classifier can still obtain a reasonably high accuracy of 83% when M = 1. As
M increases to 3 or even 5, the accuracy of ∼ 60% indicates that CLADES is still capable to
distinguish two species using multi-locus data even when M is relatively large.

3.3.1.3

Robustness of classifier

To further evaluate the robustness of the trained classifier, test data are simulated under different
scenarios other than varying θ and M , such as one-way migration and bottleneck in population
history.
The accuracy of the classifier largely relies on the stability of summary statistics. Intuitively,
the variance of the computed summary statistics for two populations becomes larger when using
sequence data with shorter length. This could lead to less accurate classification. Here we fix
parameters θ = τ = 0.001 and M = 1, and then simulate multi-locus data with different lengths
from L = 2Kbp to L = 100Kbp. Figure 3.5 (A) shows that the classification accuracy first
increases linearly and then asymptotes as the simulated sequence length increases. It indicates
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Figure 3.5: (A) Impact of sequence length, L is chosen from set {2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100}Kbp. (B)
Impact of bottleneck parameter α, N = αNo . No is the effective population size before and after
bottleneck. Simulation parameters: θ = 0.01, τ = 0.01, M = 1.
that less samples are misclassified when using longer sequences for delimitation. Thus, in general
longer sequences are preferable for species delimitation.
In the two-species model, migrations between two species A and B are assumed to occur
constantly in both directions between time τ and τp . However two-way symmetric migration is
not always the case in the real data. It is possible to have a weaker migration from A to B but a
stronger migration from B to A. Here we examine an extreme case: one-way migration between
two species. Without loss of generality, migration is assumed to occur only from A to B with
migration parameter 2M . This is to make sure that the total number of migrants remains the
same. As a comparison, the overall accuracy is 80.11% using test data with two-way migration.
Classification of test data with one-way migration drops to 71.36% (i.e. decreases by 9%). Most
of the misclassified samples are simulated with 2M > 2. For example, classifier classifies 49% of
one-way migration data with 2M = 6 as “different species” and only 43% of data samples with
2M = 10. Therefore, CLADES works reasonably well for the unsymmetrical migration case when
the migration level is moderate, but when migration rate is larger, CLADES performs less well.
We also test how classifier performs with population size bottleneck, a more ancient population
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splitting time τp and various recombination rate. For simplicity, bottleneck is assumed to occur
at a specific time before species A and B split. Let α denote the parameter of bottleneck and
No denote the effective population size before and after bottleneck. During time 1.5θ ∼ 2θ in
history, bottleneck occurs and population size is N = αNo . As shown in Figure 3.5 (B), accuracy
drops by 10% as the bottleneck parameter decreases from 1.0 (no bottleneck) to a severe level
0.2. In addition, our results show that accuracy first increases and then decreases with the increase
of recombination rate. Also the classifier is able to delimit species correctly for a more ancient
population splitting time τp = τ /100. Compared to τp = τ /500, accuracy slightly drops from
80.11% to 79.48% (see the Supplementary Material B.1 for details).

3.3.2

Classification-based species delimitation

3.3.2.1

Delimiting multiple species

Classification accuracy is tested under various scenarios. Here we demonstrate our classificationbased method CLADES can work for multiple species (see section 3.2.3 for details) by examining the cases with more than two species. Four species are simulated and each species are
assumed to have two populations. Figure 3.6 presents two population tree topologies that are
used for the test of CLADES. In the first case, four species have a symmetric topology, species
divergence time are τ0 = θ = 0.01, τ1 = θ/2 = 0.005 and population splitting time is τp =
θ/500 = 2 × 10−5 . In the second case, we assume asymmetric topology. Parameters used are
τ0 = θ = 0.01, τ1 =

2
θ
3

= 0.0067, τ2 =

1
θ
3

= 0.0033 and τp = θ/500 = 2 × 10−5 respec-

tively. In both cases, CLADES is able to obtain the maximum likelihood for the correct assignment
{A1 , A2 }, {B1 , B2 }, {C1 , C2 }, {D1 , D2 }.

3.3.2.2

Comparison to BP&P and BFD*

In this section, we compare CLADES with two existing tools BP&P and BFD* that use sequence
data and SNP data respectively. To compare with BP&P, we simulate sequence data at 30 loci with
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Figure 3.6: Two population trees for multiple species. There are 4 species and 8 populations in
both population trees.

length L = 2Kbp based on two-species model. Population size parameter θ and species divergence
time τ are fixed to be 0.01. For each M value from {0, 0.01, 0.1, 1, 3, 5}, we generate five data
replicates. Among these five independent tests, we use the number of tests that BP&P or CLADES
suggests the correct species delimitation as the accuracy of the method. BP&P is run for both
A10 (guide tree provided) and A11 (guide tree not provided) modes for the same test data (see the
Supplementary Material Section B.2 for more details). Figure 3.7 shows the accuracy of BP&P
and CLADES in lines, we can see both methods perform well when M ≤ 0.1. As M gradually
increases, more tests of BP&P fail to delimit two species while CLADES only has one test failure
when M = 5. The box plots shown in Figure 3.7 (A) and (B) indicate the range of posterior
probability for the true species delimitation model estimated by BP&P. The significant decrease of
posterior probability and the increase of its variance lead to less accurate delimitation by BP&P.
The box plots in Figure 3.7 (C) show the range of likelihood for the true species delimitation
model computed by CLADES. Note that the posterior probability of BP&P and the likelihood of
CLADES are not directly comparable. Nonetheless, since these two quantities are the main tools
for species delimitation by the two methods, their values should be stable under various settings.
As the migration parameter increases, the variance of the likelihood estimated by CLADES appears
to be relatively stable in most settings. In contrast, the posterior probability of BP&P appears to
have larger variance especially when the migration rate is high. Note that the likelihood shown in
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Table 3.1: Results for 4 species delimitation models from BFD*. Data is simulated at 1 locus from
L = 10Kbp based on two-species model. MLE: Marginal likelihood estimate. BF: Bayes factor.
model
Species
MLE
Rank
BF
{A1 },{A2 },{B1 },{B2 }

4

-4648.2912

2

–

{A1 , A2 },{B1 },{B2 }

3

-4643.9139

1

8.7546

{A1 },{A2 },{B1 , B2 }

3

-4885.9780

4

-475.37

{A1 , A2 },{B1 , B2 }

2

-4724.0592

3

-151.54

Figure 3.7 (C) is for the optimal species status assignment by CLADES. When M increases, this
likelihood value decreases. This is to be expected: when M increases, CLADES is less certain
about the species delimitation.
We now compare with BFD*, which uses SNP data. As BFD* is much more time consuming,
we only compare two methods on SNP data from one locus simulated with length L = 10Kbp
based on the two-species model for one parameter setting θ = 0.01, τ = 0.01 and M = 1. To run
BFD*, four species delimitation models are tested and Bayes Factor is computed against model
{A1 },{A2 },{B1 },{B2 } (here we use assignment to represent the species delimitation model).
More details about priors setting and parameters of MCMC in BFD* are described in Section
B.2 of the Supplementary Material. Table 3.1 contains the estimated marginal likelihood values and Bayes factors for 4 models. The Bayes factors indicate BFD* positively supports model
{A1 , A2 },{B1 },{B2 } (2 ≤ BF ≤ 10, where BF is Bayes Factor and this indicates strong support).
It is possible that the strength of migration prevents BFD* from detecting the species status of
B1 and B2 . Using the same SNP data, CLADES classifies A1 and A2 as the ‘same species’ with
probability 0.9530 and B1 and B2 as the ‘same species’ with probability 0.8066. Thus in this case,
CLADES finds the accurate assignment {A1 ,A2 },{B1 ,B2 } with the maximum likelihood.

3.3.2.3

Cryptic sympatric species

We simulate test data with θ = τ = 0.01 and M = 1 based on two-species model, and assume population labels for 40 sequences at each locus are unknown. The clustering method (as described in
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Figure 3.7: Comparison between BP&P and CLADES. (A) and (B) Box plots for posterior probability of true species delimitation model. (C) Box plots for likelihood estimation of true species
delimitation model.
Section B.4 of the Supplementary Materials) is able to cluster sequences into four groups correctly
and then conduct species delimitation with CLADES.

3.3.2.4

Efficiency

CLADES is very efficient and can scale to large datasets. The running time for CLADES includes
summary statistics computation from genetic data, classification of data samples and maximum
likelihood estimation. In comparison with BP&P, we use simulated sequence data of 30 loci in
length L = 2Kbp for 4 populations. On average, CLADES takes ∼2min and BP&P uses ∼6h to
run using one CPU. In comparison with BFD*, 20 individuals and each with 342 SNP sites take
BFD* ∼3h on average for each species delimitation model using 16 threads, while CLADES only
takes ∼1min using one thread.
The running time of CLADES increases linearly with the number of loci in the dataset. If
we fix the gene length to be L = 2Kbp and simulate sequence data with different number of
loci, the running time of CLADES increases roughly linearly with the number of loci (see Figure
3.8). Note that data with 10,000 loci of length L = 2Kbp only takes 34 min using one CPU.
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Figure 3.8: Efficiency on large scale data. Running time of CLADES using different number of
loci. To better visualize, x-axis and y-axis use logarithmic scale. Simulation parameters: θ = 0.01,
τ = 0.01, M = 0.
Moreover, CLADES can easily run in parallel with multiple threads as each locus can be first
classified independently in CLADES.

3.3.3

Real data analysis

3.3.3.1

Frog data

We apply CLADES to two related frog datasets obtained from Lu et al. (2014). One dataset consists
of three well-recognized frog species A. lifanensis, A. granulosus and A. loloensis (e.g. Frost et al.,
2011). The dataset contains sequence data from two genes, one nuclear diploid gene and one
mitochondrial haplotype gene for 19 individuals in total. Although only two loci are available for
species delimitation, CLADES strongly supports that A. lifanensis, A. granulosus and A. loloensis
are three different species. Data samples are classified with a probability ranging from 0.8980 to
0.9991 (Table 3.2). As a comparison, we apply BP&P to the same dataset with three sets of priors
(Lu et al., 2014). See Supplementary material section B.2 for details. And the population tree
shown in Figure 3.9 (A) is provided to BP&P. All provided priors suggest three different species,
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(A) Frog dataset 1

(B) Frog dataset 2

(C) Chimpanzee

Figure 3.9: Population tree for real data. (A) Population tree for frog dataset 1. (B) Population tree
for frog dataset 2. (C) Population tree for Chimpanzee data.

a prior of θ ∼ G(1, 10) and τ ∼ G(2, 2000) suggests three different species with the highest
posterior probability 1.
The other dataset consists of 5 disputable species A. mantzorum central lineage, A. mantzorum
northern lineage, A. kangtingensis, A. jinjiangensis and A. tuberodepressus (Fei et al., 2009), which
are related to the three well-recognized frog species described above. How many species there are
in this group is under active debate. According to Lu et al. (2014), the GMYC model (Pons et al.,
2006) suggests the presence of three different species among A. kangtingensis, A. jinjiangensis
and A. tuberodepressus, but it gives different conclusions for A. mantzorum central lineage and A.
mantzorum northern lineage with different genes. We then apply BP&P to the datasets with the
guide tree shown in Figure 3.9 (B), the phylogeny topology is proposed by Lu et al. (2014). Priors
of θ ∼ G(1, 10) and τ ∼ G(2, 2000) strongly support 5 different species across the populations.
However, priors of θ ∼ G(2, 2000) and τ ∼ G(2, 2000) weakly support a delimitation of two
different species A. tuberodepressus and others.
CLADES strongly supports that A. mantzorum (including central lineage and northern lineage), A. kangtingensis, A. jinjiangensis and A. tuberodepressus are 4 different species. Data from
both genes are classified to “different species” with probability mostly greater than 0.8. However,
for the disputable species A. mantzorum central lineage and A. mantzorum northern lineage, the
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Table 3.2: Estimation probability based on multiple genes from CLADES for real data. Probability
range indicates the range of estimation probability in samples that support a label for pairwise
populations.
model
CLADES
data

different species (+1) same species (-1)

Frog dataset 1

(0.8980,0.9900)

(0.0099, 0.1019)

Anopheles

(0.9948, 0.9976)

(0.0023, 0.0051)

Chimpanzee

(0.0221, 0.1803)

(0.8197, 0.9779)

nuclear gene supports they belong to the “different species” with probability 0.9983 but the mitochondrial gene supports they belong the “same species” with a probability 0.6661. This might
be due to the significant gene flow (2N m = 0.35) between two populations (Lu et al., 2014). As
CLADES is designed to accommodate migration, this level of gene flow between populations are
allowed for CLADES. Although CLADES weakly support “different species” (with probability
0.67), the result largely agrees with the GMYC model and the conclusion in Lu et al. (2014).

3.3.3.2

Anopheles data

We apply CLADES to a Anopheles dataset including two sibling species from the Itaparica and
Florianopolis populations (Rona et al., 2010). The sample consists of 6 genes Clock, Rp49, RpS2,
RpS29, cycle and timeless sequences. In the analysis of Rona et al. (2010), θ estimated from
6 genes is in the range of 0.008 ∼ 0.043 and the population divergence time is in the range of
1.1 ∼ 3.6M ya (estimated to be approximately 2.4M ya). In CLADES, all genes support they
belong to “different species” with a high probability greater than 0.99 (shown in Table 3.2). We
then delimit species with BP&P for comparison. Since the most frequent estimate of θ is around
0.01, we use priors of θ ∼ G(1, 100) and τ ∼ G(2, 200) in BP&P, and a simple binary tree is
provided as the guide tree. Result of BP&P also strongly supports that Itaparica and Florianopolis
are two different species.
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Table 3.3: Species delimitation for Chimpanzee populations with BFD*. Here we use letters to
represent 4 Chimpanzee sub-species. A: Central Chimpanzee, B: Eastern Chimpanzee, C: NigeriaCameroon Chimpanzee, D: Western Chimpanzee. MLE: Marginal likelihood estimate. BF: Bayes
factor.
model
Species
MLE
Rank
BF

3.3.3.3

{A},{B},{C},{D}

4

-2657.4310

5

–

{A, B},{C},{D}

3

-2529.9153

4

255.03

{A},{B},{C, D}

3

-2503.3418

3

308.18

{A, B},{C, D}

2

-2470.9305

2

373.00

{A, B, C, D}

1

-2404.8658

1

505.14

Chimpanzee from Great Apes

The Great Ape Genome Project (Prado-Martinez et al., 2013) database contains SNP data of four
populations of Chimpanzee. Whole genome data are available for 25 individuals from these 4
sub-species, 10 from Nigeria-Cameroon chimpanzee, 6 from Eastern chimpanzee, 4 from Central
chimpanzee and 5 from Western chimpanzee. The evolutionary history for 4 populations is shown
in Figure 3.9 (C). We use the heuristic method as described in Section B.3 to compute the summary
statistics from unphased genotypes. Chromosome 1 of four populations of Chimpanzee are used
for analysis. We use a fixed window length L = 10Kbp to cut chromosome 1 into pieces. If
we regard each piece as a gene, then we collect SNPs within each gene and only use the one
for further species delimitation if there are more than 250 SNPs in this gene. After filtering, 213
genes are left for use. CLADES correctly classifies all pairwise populations with a high probability
greater than 0.8 (Table 3.2) and strongly supports that four sub-species are the same species. For
further analysis, we select one gene to run BFD* and examine 5 models (see Section B.2 of the
Supplementary Material for priors and other settings in BFD*). As shown in Table 3.3, Bayes
factor is computed against species delimitation model of four different species. Clearly, BFD*
is strongly against the model of four different species. The model of 1 species (four populations
belongs to the same species) present the highest maximum likelihood estimation.
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3.4

Discussion

We develop a classification-based strategy to delimit species with a broad range of θ, τ and M .
We simulate sequence data based on a two-species model with various parameter settings to train
a SVM classifier. The percentage of accurately classified data samples with different parameters
are 80% on average. As we consider a broad range of θ ∼ (0.0005, 0.02), it is possible to classify
two groups of individuals with unknown θ, even as small as 0.0005. Moreover, our results indicate
that it is desirable to use longer loci to compute summary statistics, especially in the case of more
recent divergence (τ = θ/10). When the migration parameter M < 1, data from two species can
be classified with accuracy more than 80%. As M increases from 1 to 5, CLADES can still classify
two groups of data reasonably well with an accuracy higher than 60%. This largely extends the
range of migration parameter M that Bayesian methods can work with.
Species are the basic unit of biological studies. However, there are many disputable/cryptic
species in the nature. Some of “species” are hard to delimit based on traditional morphology and
genetic methods, especially for those of more recent origin. Blurred species boundaries confuse
biologists and impede the progress of our knowledge and science seriously. Previous methods of
species delimitation need prior knowledge of θ, τ and even guide tree. However, users-provided
priors could be wrong when prior knowledge about these disputable “species” is absent. In fact, this
situation is likely not rare. Furthermore, in practice, population size parameter (θ) and migration
rate (M ) vary in different species. Our simulation indicates that these two parameters can heavily
affect the accuracy of species delimitation when using previous methods.
One issue with CLADES is on the selection of summary statistics. The choice of summary
statistics depends on whether it can help to divide data samples into two clusters. For the summary
statistics we used in this project, they all show high correlation with cluster label (“same species” or
“different species”). And the five summary statistics used in this problem can work reasonably well
in the classification of samples. One reason is that these five summary statistics can be computed
for both sequence and SNP data and can capture the level of genetic differences between two
populations and the level of migration between populations. Moreover, CLADES allows simple
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customization by adding more summary statistics. One can add more summary statistics as long as
it helps in classification. For example, suppose a phenotype is important for some specific species,
then one may add the phenotype as another summary statistics and train a customized classifier
instead.
Fst is an important summary statistic. Fst and the pairwise difference ratio we defined both
have a high correlation with cluster label (“same-species” and “different-species”). According to
their definition, they are computed using the same information. However, they are not computed
in the same way and thus both are used as features. In other words, they do not have a linear
relationship. If we denote pairwise difference ratio as X, then Fst would be 1 −

1
.
X

On the one

hand, two summary statistics with non-linear relationship won’t affect the stability of classification.
On the other hand, using one more summary statistics in SVM is to divide the space into two by
searching in one more dimension. For example, in the extreme case when the pairwise difference
ratio is close to 1, a Fst < 0 would suggest it is more likely to be “same-species”. And in training
we do observe the increase of more than 3% in accuracy when adding Fst as another feature. Since
the boundary of summary statistics to divide space is not strictly defined, it would be better to use
multiple planes (i.e. multiple features) in classification.
Existing species delimitation approaches are either too slow to handle genome-scale data or do
not account for gene flow. For example, BP&P are slow for large data and also do not consider
accommodate gene flow. BFD* can use genomic SNP data but cannot account for gene flow.
PHRAPL can account for gene flow but does not easily scale up to genomic data.
CLADES, a machine-learning approach, is guide tree free and prior free method that can work
with both sequence data and SNP data. CLADES also works well when the M value is moderate.
CLADES is flexible to be extended and designed for specific cases. For example, it is possible
to add more useful information (such as phenotype) to train a customized classifier with prior
knowledge of closely related species. Furthermore, CLADES is efficient and can be applied to
genomic-level data. In summary, CLADES can help biologist to perform species delimitation
more accurately and efficiently.
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Chapter 4
Inference of Migration Rate from
Population Genetic Data

4.1

Introduction

The inference of demographic history of populations, including population size parameter and migration rate, is important in ecological studies. The accurate estimate of related parameters reveals
the past demographic history of populations and their migration pattern. Clearly, the interpretation
of genetic data requires reasonable model. Isolation-with-migration (IM) model simplifies the demographic history by modeling only two populations splitting and the two-way gene flow between
them. Based on a IM model, researchers are able to disentangle the main factors that act on the
evolutionary history of two populations and estimate the parameters from raw genetic data.
The process of inferring parameters in a demographic model usually explores a large parameter space by simulating the model using coalescent-theory based Monte Carlo approaches. Hey
and Nielsen (2007) first proposed a standard procedure for estimating populations splitting time,
population size parameter and migration rate for an IM model with two populations. The framework uses Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) simulations to integrate the space of genealogies
for estimating the posterior probability of the parameters in IM model. However, this IM-based
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method assumes no other populations affect the divergence of two populations being analyzed in
IM model. That is, two populations are isolated with other populations. This assumption largely
restricts the usage of method as many data of interests involve in more than two populations that
exchange genes. To address this issue, Hey (2009) then proposed a method to extend the method
for estimating parameters for multiple closely related populations. Given a phylogenetic history,
the extended method builds up a k-population IM model and reports IM analyses for multiple
populations with the mixing MCMC simulations.
There have been active study in inference of population demographic parameters. Various
methods, including full-likelihood methods, summary-statistics likelihood based methods, and Approximate Bayesian Computation based methods (e.g. Hey and Nielsen, 2007; Hey, 2009; Beaumont et al., 2002; Wegmann et al., 2009; Beerli and Felsenstein, 2001), have been proposed to
infer demographic history. For computational reasons, many of these methods run slow and do
not scale to large genomic data. Some methods that enhance the efficiency only utilize a number of Summary Statistics, which largely reduces statistical power. To address this limitation,
Gutenkunst et al. (2009) proposed a computationally efficient diffusion-based approach based on
the multiple populations allele frequency spectrum (AFS) for inference of demographic history.
Gutenkunst et al. (2009) argues that the AFS is a complete summary of the data if all polymorphic
sites possess only two alleles and can be considered independent from each other. The method
approximates the joint AFS for multiple populations based on diffusion equation solution. Excoffier et al. (2013) also proposed a composite-likelihood approach that infer demographic history
from allele frequency spectrum (also known as site frequency spectrum), which outperforms the
previous method in terms of accuracy and speed.
Though efficient methods have been proposed, the likelihood-based method using large genomic data can still be time consuming. Moreover, many methods (Hey and Nielsen, 2007; Hey,
2009) assume no recombination since the most recent common ancestor. However, this normally
bring difficulties as researchers need to carefully preprocess the data before applying. Here we explore the possibility to estimate parameters in IM model with large genomic data more accurately
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and more efficiently using machine learning approach using multi-locus data with recombination.

4.2

4.2.1

Method

Isolation-with-migration model

A basic IM model describes the divergence of two populations and their ancestral population (Figure 4.1). It includes
three population size parameters for two
populations and their ancestral population, population splitting time (in unit of
4N , N is effective population size) and
two migration rates. Here we only focus
on this basic two-population IM model.
If not specified, IM model mentioned in Figure 4.1: Isolation-with-migration (IM) model with
this chapter only includes two popula- two populations.
tions. Figure 4.1 demonstrates the basic
two-population IM model including five parameters for two populations A and B. Here, T is
the population splitting time of A and B. Suppose A and B have the constant population sizes
over time θ1 = 4N1 µ and θ2 = 4N2 µ are their population size parameters (N1 and N2 are the
effective population size, µ is the mutation rate per generation per individual), m1 = 4N1 M1 and
m2 = 4N2 M2 are migration rates from population A to B and from B to A. Here we do not aim
to infer the population size parameter for the ancestral population.
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4.2.2

Summary Statistics

Given genomic data of two populations, we assume the demographic history between these two
populations follows IM model. Since genomic data cannot directly describe the genetic structure
of two population and are difficult to use in model construction and estimation, we collect a list
of summary statistics to represent the key information in genetic data. That is, we use a list of
summary statistics as features in the machine learning approach to represent data. The chosen
features should capture aspects of the underlying genealogical history of two populations and help
to evaluate the level of gene flow between two populations. As described in Chapter 3, our method
also use the five informative summary statistics described in Section 3.2.2: the proportion of private
positions, folded-SFS, pairwise difference ratio, F-statistics and longest shared tract. See standard
population genetics books (e.g. Hartl et al., 1997; Gillespie, 2010) for more details. Besides, we
also propose a few statistics from phylogeny of simulated individuals from populations.
Mirzaei and Wu (2016) proposed a new approach called RENT+ for the inference of local genealogical trees for haplotypes with the presence of recombination. It is more practical since real
data normally present recombination along genome. Here we apply RENT+ to build up genealogical trees for simulated individuals in IM model and then compute two summary statistics from
trees.

4.2.2.1

Maximum tree

Given a genealogical tree for a number of haplotypes, we assume that which population one haplotype belongs to is known. Let the subtree of genealogical tree with the maximum number of
leaves that belong to the same population denote the maximum tree for the corresponding population. For each population, the size of maximum tree can be determined according to the topology
of genealogical tree. For example, Figure 4.2 depicts two maximum trees for population A and
B with shaded triangles. In Tree 1, two populations present no gene flow between each other,
the genes from two population are clearly divided into two subtrees at root. From tree 1 to 3,
the size of maximum subtree decreases as gene flow between two populations increases. Here we
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Figure 4.2: Three genealogical trees with different level of gene flow. Each tree have eight leaves
that indicates haplotypes indexed from 1 to 8. The haplotypes indexed from 1 to 4 are sampled
from population A and the haplotypes indexed from 5 to 8 are sampled from population B. (A)
Tree for two populations with no gene flow. (B) Tree with one-way gene flow. (C) Tree with
symmetric gene flow.
define the maximum tree proportion pmt as the number of leaves in maximum tree divided by the
total number of haplotypes in corresponding population. For example, in Tree 1, the maximum
tree proportion is 4/4 = 1, in Tree 3, the maximum tree proportion is 2/4 = 0.5. Here we have
0 < pmt ≤ 1. Intuitively, the maximum tree proportion become smaller as gene flow increases.

4.2.2.2

Tree spectrum

Given a genealogical tree, one can construct two types of tree spectrum for each population. Suppose there are 2n haplotypes at one locus, each population has n haplotypes sampled. Without
losing generality, we take population A for example. A tree spectrum for A is a vector of length
n, in which the ith element indicates the counts of subtrees with i leaves that contain haplotypes
of A or the summation over weights of subtrees with i leaves that contain haplotypes of A. Take
Tree 1 in Figure 4.2 for example, there are 5 subtrees that contain haplotypes of population A
including Tree 1 itself, then one type of tree spectrum is [4, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1]. The first element
indicates that there are four subtrees with one leaf that have haplotype from A, those four subtrees
are four leaves themselves. The second element indicates there is only one subtree with two leaves
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that contains haplotypes from A, that is (1, 4). Another type of tree spectrum can be defined with
the summation over weights in subtrees. Here we define weight as the proportion of leaves that
belong to population A. For example, the tree spectrum is [4, 2, 0.67, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0.5] for Tree 3. The
third element is computed over subtree ((2, 3), 6) (three leaves) as there are two leaves belong to
A. The second element is computed over two subtrees that have leaves for A (1, 4) and (2, 3), both
subtrees contribute weight 1.

4.2.3

Boosting for Regression Tree

Boosting is a machine learning approach used for improving the prediction accuracy from constructed decision tree (James et al., 2013). Similar with Bagging, Boosting can be applied to many
machine learning methods for classification or regression. Here we use Boosting to construct a
robust regression tree for inference. Suppose we have a list of feature vectors X and their response
variable Y , the objective is to find out a function that best describes the relationship between X
and Y , Y = f (X) + . Boosting for regression tree works as follows:
1. Set f[
(X) = 0, R = Y . R is the residual vector.
2. Fit a decision tree fbb with training data X and R. Update f[
(X) as f[
(X) = f[
(X) + λfbb
3. Update residuals as R ← R − fbb
4. Repeat Step 2 and 3 for B rounds.
P
bb
Thus, the trained boosted regression tree model would be f[
(X) = B
b=1 f . As shown, regression tree in Boosting grows sequentially. In each round, we fit a decision tree with residuals from
previous round as response. Then all the fitted decision trees are combined together to construct
the final decision tree. As we fit the residuals instead of Y itself to training data, the training accuracy increases as we adding up trees. Boosting performs well in achieving a high training accuracy
as we run many rounds. However, one need to carefully choose the training parameters as it may
easily cause overfitting.
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4.2.4

Inference of demographic history based on Boosting Regression Tree

Based on IM model, we simulate multi-locus SNP data with various parameters T , θ1 , θ2 , m1 and
m2 for training and testing purpose. Five parameters T , θ1 , θ2 , m1 and m2 are chosen from candidate sets. For each setting (T, θ1 , θ2 , m1 , m2 ), we simulate 100 haplotypes from two population at
multi-locus, 50 haplotypes for each population. For one locus, two-population SNP data is considered as one data sample. As mentioned above, genetic data cannot be used directly in inference.
Thus, we compute a list of summary statistics from two-population data to represent data sample.
Then, the setting (T, θ1 , θ2 , m1 , m2 ) are the parameters to estimate with trained regression tree.
With training data, we use boosting to train a regression tree for estimating of (T, θ1 , θ2 , m1 , m2 )
separately. Here we first train three regression trees to estimate (T, θ1 , θ2 ) independently. The estimated (T, θ1 , θ2 ) are then added to summary statistics list and later used to infer migration rate
(m1 , m2 ) together with other summary statistics.
To avoid overfitting, we simulate a small amount of test data. As we train models with different
training parameters, we test the boosted regression trees on test data to find out the optimal training
parameters that can achieve the highest test accuracy. Here training parameters include learning
rate, maximum tree width, tree height, number of rounds, minimum child weight and etc.

4.3

Results

We first train regression trees to estimate population splitting time T , population size parameter θ1
and population size parameter θ2 using boosting separately. For simplicity, we only present how we
choose training parameters learning rate and number of rounds to avoid overfitting. The optimal
testing accuracy is achieved when we set maximum tree depth as 10 and sampler rate as 0.9.
Figure 4.3 shows how training and testing accuracy for population splitting time and population
size parameters change as we increase learning rate from 0.01 to 0.5 and number of rounds from
1 to 500. The best learning rates for training of T , θ1 and θ2 are 0.04, 0.06 and 0.05 respectively.
The valley point of testing accuracy for number of round occur at 136, 120 and 149 round.
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Figure 4.3: Training and Testing accuracy for population splitting time and population size parameters with various training parameters: learning rate and number of rounds. For various learning
rate, number of rounds are fixed to be 100. Then we use the best learning rate to optimize the
number of rounds.
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We then use computed summary statistics together with population splitting time T , population
size parameter θ1 and population size parameter θ2 as features to estimate two migration rates. As
mentioned above, here we present how training and testing accuracy vary with various learning
rate and number of rounds. Figure 4.4 shows the training and testing accuracy for migration rate
M1 and M2 . The best learning rates for two migration rate training are the same learning rate 0.06.
The valley point of testing accuracy for number of rounds occur at 156 and 87 round. Figure 4.5
presents the boxplots of migration rate estimate. From boxplots we can see that estimate median
of migration rates increase as the true values increase. We observe that the boosted regression tree
underestimates migration rate when migration rate is large.

4.4

Discussion and Future work

We apply boosting, a machine learning approach, to train regression tree for the inference of demographic history of IM model. There are five main parameters in IM model to infer: population
splitting time T , two population size parameter θ1 and θ2 , migration rate in two directions m1 and
m2 . We use simulated multi-locus SNP data with known parameters to collect a list of summary
statistics that can describe two populations, and then train five boosted regression trees to infer
population splitting time T , two population size parameter θ1 and θ2 , migration rate in two directions m1 and m2 . We find that the estimate of T , θ1 and θ2 can help the inference accuracy of
migration rates. In the results, we present five basic trained boosted regression trees for inference
of those parameters. Meanwhile, there is a lot to explore and improve for future work.
Speaking of large genomic data, it is believed that it can help to increase the inference accuracy
as we have more information. Here we use multi-locus SNP data, the inference of demographic
parameters can be improved by analyzing them together. As shown in Methods, the boosted regression tree gives an estimate for each locus, then a simple way to improve accuracy would be
taking the average over multiple loci.
Now we only focus on the basic two-population IM model. In real data, it is often rare that two
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Figure 4.4: Training and Testing accuracy for migration rates with various training parameters:
learning rate and number of rounds. For various learning rate, number of rounds are fixed to be
100. Then we use the best learning rate to optimize the number of rounds.
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Figure 4.5: Boxplot for migration rate M1 and M2 .
populations are completely isolated with other populations. Thus, an extension to multiple population based on k-population (k > 2) IM model is necessary. Thus, we aim to develop a framework
that can deal with multiple population multi-locus genetic data. Then extensive experiments on
both simulated data and real data need to be conducted, including comparing to existing method
IM a2 and other tools.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
Inference of population history is the central problem in population genetics. In this thesis, we
focus on three different inference problems in population genetics and aim at developing accurate
method and fast algorithm to resolve problems.
The first problem we focus on is a problem of ancestry inference. The inference of ancestry
often forms the basis of many standard population genetic analyses. However, the commonly used
methods for admixture inference do not allow estimation of ancestry components separately for the
two parents. We develop a method for inference of admixture proportions of recent ancestors such
as parents and grandparents. To the best of our knowledge, there are no other methods for inferring
admixture proportions for grandparents or great grandparents. Our method uses a two-stage model
for maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) based on a Hidden Markov Model (HMM). The twostage model includes perfect pedigree, which is a reasonable model for recent genealogical history
of a single individual. The key idea of method is using the distribution of admixture tracts which is
influenced by the ancestral admixture proportions. Admixture tracts capture the important linkage
disequilibrium information. We can show that treating SNPs as independent sites is insufficient
for inferring ancestral admixture proportions in general. Inference accuracy is affected by various
parameters in population genetic process. Among them, it can be significantly influenced by recombination rate and more ancient admixture. Our HMM-based method can be extended to more
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distant ancestors. However, as the number of generations increases, the amount of information for
each ancestor loses and the computational burden increases.
We then focus on a problem of species delimitation. Species are considered to have fundamental importance in ecological and evolutionary studies. Existing methods for species delimitation
work less well for “harder” cases when the genetic isolation timescale is near the evolutionary
threshold and when migration event involves in the evolutionary process. We propose a classification based method, called CLADES (which stands for CLAssification based DElimitation of
Species), for species delimitation. It is designed to answer two questions: (i) Can one design more
accurate and efficient methods that give more accurate species delimitation results than existing
methods at these harder cases? (ii) Can such method also reliably find the underlying genetic
isolation with gene flow? CLADES works well when the gene flow between two populations is
moderate. It is efficient and can be applied to genomic-level data. It is also flexible to be extended
and designed for specific cases.
Then we explore the possibility to use machine learning approach to infer demographic history
under Isolation-with-migration (IM) model. We propose a machine learning based method to
infer the divergence of two population and their migration pattern based on IM model. We apply
boosting to train regression trees for estimate of five parameters with continuous values. The
testing accuracy of boosted regression trees seem reasonable. A more complete framework needs
to be constructed for multiple closely related populations. And this will be our future work.
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Appendices
A

Supplementary materials for “Inferring the ancestry of parents and grandparents from genetic data”

A.1

Two strategies of data trimming

There are several aspects of real data that are not considered by our models and may affect the
inference accuracy, in particular background Linkage Disequilibrium (LD) and phasing errors.
Background LD refers to non-random association between alleles not caused by admixture. Background LD may mislead HMM methods which assume conditional independence among SNPs.
As a consequence it may confuse the background LD with the admixture LD. Phasing errors may
also introduce an extra layer of noise.
The traditional approach for addressing the problem of background LD is to trim the data sets
by removing SNPs. We compare two possible strategies for doing this:
1. Data trimming based on allele frequency differences (frequency-based pruning).
2. Data trimming based on LD patterns (LD pruning).
Frequency-based pruning relies on a trimming threshold df , which specifies the minimum allele frequency difference in the two source populations. A SNP site is trimmed if the absolute
difference between the allele frequencies in the source populations is smaller than df .
In LD pruning, SNPs are removed in order to minimize the LD among SNPs located in the
same region. This is the more commonly used strategy implemented in programs such as PLINK
(Purcell et al., 2007).
The advantage of the second approach is that it more directly reduces LD in the data. The
advantage of the first approach is that it keeps the most ancestry informative SNPs in the data
set. Both approaches improve inference accuracy and reduce computational time. However, our
implementation of frequency-based pruning leads to slightly better performance and we, therefore,
use this method as the default unless otherwise stated.
A.1.1

Frequency-based pruning

The inference accuracy of our method largely depends on the amount of data. Recall that the
computation of h(ACi ) takes O(NK log(NK )) time for one site. Thus, large number of SNPs
result in long computational time. We note that SNPs that have similar allele frequencies in the
1

two source populations are less informative. Here, we use two simple thresholds to filter out lessinformative SNPs to enhance the performance of our method.
1. Delete the SNPs that have zero or close to zero recombination fractions with their immediate
neighboring SNPs.
2. Choose an allele frequency difference threshold df . Delete SNPs with population allele
frequency difference between the two ancestral populations less than df .
A.1.2

LD pruning

Before LD-pruning, rare variants with combined minor allele frequencies in the two ancestral
populations lower than f are removed. We use the correlation coefficient of linkage disequilibrium,
r2 , in the ancestral populations to measure the level of linkage disequilibrium between two SNP
sites. We scan through the SNPs sequentially. If r2 > c (with default value of c is 0.1) between the
current SNP and the previous SNP within a window of length W = 10Kbp, in either of the two
ancestral populations, then the current SNP is removed.

A.2

Phasing error

In real haplotype datasets, phasing error usually cannot be eradicated when haplotypes are inferred
from genotypes. In some sense, phasing errors and recombination have similar effects on the
genomes of the extant individual. We have developed a technique for removing some phasing errors during preprocessing. Briefly, we first estimate the admixture tracts for the current haplotypes.
Note that we expect admixture tracts to be relatively long. Phasing errors may shorten admixture
tracts. So we can infer the potential phasing errors by examining the unexpected short admixture
tracts.
Phasing error results in a switching between two haplotypes, which is similar to how recombination affects haplotypes. The difference is that it only occurs in the current generation. Phasing
error adds more noise in our model, especially when phasing error occurs much more frequently
than recombination. Empirically, it is known the recombination rate for human is approximately
10−8 per generation between two adjacent base pairs. In most current data (e.g., haplotypes from
the 1000 Genomes Project), phasing error occurs as frequently as once every 50 kb, which is three
orders of magnitude larger than the recombination rate. So it is necessary to reduce the effect of
phasing error. For this, we preprocess the haplotypes to reduce phasing error. Here are the steps
that we use to remove likely phasing error for two extant haplotypes.
1. With the allele frequencies of two ancestral populations at each site, we first make a rough
estimate of ancestry for the genotype G. For example, suppose the allele frequencies (of
allele 1) for the two ancestral populations A and B are 0.1 and 0.8 respectively. It is more
likely that two alleles (0, 1) at a SNP site have ancestry as (A, B), and (1, 1) have ancestry
(B, B).
2. For each site of genotype G, we assign a “dominating ancestry”. A dominating ancestry is
an ancestry with one of these four possible pairs, (A, A), (A, B), (B, A), or (B, B), that
appears most frequently within a region of certain length. Here we use the estimated number
2

of SNPs between two phasing errors as the region length. We view (A, B) and (B, A) as
type 1 ancestry, (A, A) as type 0, and (B, B) as type 2.
3. In the region that has the dominated ancestral type 1, we switch the two haplotypes if its
ancestral painting (A, B) or (B, A) is different from its previous positions.
With the assignment of dominating ancestry, the two haplotypes phased from
the genotype G can be viewed as blocks
of different dominating ancestry. For example, Figure S1 shows the ancestry for
two haplotypes with black blocks indicating ancestry A and white blocks indicating ancestry B. Figure S1 (A) provides Figure S1: Ancestry of two haplotypes with or without
an example on the ancestry of two phased phasing errors. (A) Ancestry with phasing error. (B)
haplotypes. Here we divide the whole re- Ancestry without phasing error. Hi denotes the ancesgion into three types of sub-regions: type try for haplotype Hi . Ancestry consists of blocks in
2 for (B, B), type 1 for (A, B) or (B, A) white and black, where white denotes ancestral popuand type 0 for (A, A). Note that in type 0 lation A and black denotes ancestral population B.
and 2 regions, it is not obvious (and also
not necessary) to detect and fix phasing errors. In a type 1 region, when we detect switch-overs
between ancestry (A, B) and (B, A) within the region, we consider such switch-overs as the phasing error position and switch the suffix of two haplotypes from this point to make it consistent.
This is because the probability that two recombination events happen at exactly the same place is
10−8 × 10−8 = 10−16 , which is much smaller than the phasing error probability of 10−5 .
We note that the three-steps strategy described above does not remove all phasing errors. In
fact, it may even add switching errors in some rare cases. However, our simulations show that this
procedure can reduce a significant amount of obvious phasing errors, and help to reduce the noise
of data. Without preprocessing, phasing error rate for genotypes is approximately 1 over 50kb,
which is pp = 0.00002. Preprocessing for phasing errors reduces approximately 2/3 phasing errors
for admixed individuals. One can use a smaller phasing error rate pp = 0.0000066 in PedMix after
preprocessing.

A.3

Expected accuracy by random guess

In order to provide a baseline for the evaluation of the inference accuracy, we use a Bayesian model
based random guess for estimating ancestry admixture proportions. Here we assume that the mean
of admixture proportions of the ancestors is the admixture proportion of the focal individual. We
treat each SNP position independently in the following. Given a genotype of a focal individual,
we first sample ancestry for each SNP site based on the allele frequency of the SNP in the two
ancestral populations. Ancestry of an allele (of some individual) refers to which of the two ancestral populations this allele originates from. With the sampled ancestry of this focal individual, we
sample ancestry for his/her ancestors (parents, grandparents or great grandparents) following the
posterior distribution. For example, the posterior probability of the parental ancestry is given in
Equation S1.
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p(A1 , A2 |A0 ) =

p(A0 |A1 , A2 )p(A1 )p(A2 )
p(A0 )

(S1)

Here A0 is the sampled ancestry for one haplotype of the focal individual at a SNP site. A1
and A2 are the sampled ancestry of the two haplotypes from a single parent (which provides the
allele for the focal individual). With the Mendelian segregation laws, p(A1 ) = p(A2 ) = 12 are
prior probabilities. The grandparental posterior probability p(A1 , A2 , A3 , A4 |A0 ) and great grandparental posterior probability p(A1 , A2 , A3 , A4 , A5 , A6 , A7 , A8 |A0 ) can be derived similarly. The
estimate by the random guess is then computed using the sampled ancestry of each ancestor.
Note that random guess doesn’t use information from admixture tracts and their lengths. For
example, given the focal individual’s genotype of pedigree CCCY with no phasing errors (Section
2.3.3), The sampled ancestry of parents and grandparents all present ∼50% admixture proportions.
Given genotype with no phasing error, random guess can still collect information for parents but
fails to collect useful information for ancestors in grandparents and great grandparents. When
adding phasing errors to genotype, random guess performs even worse in parents. For example,
given the focal individual’s genotype of pedigree CCYY (Section 2.3.3), random guess gets ∼50%
ancestry for each parents while two parents are actually 100% and 0%.

A.4

Inference of ancestral admixture proportions with composite likelihood

The inference framework in PedMix takes advantage of the distribution of admixture tracts. Here,
an admixture tract refers to a segment of the genome where the ancestral origin remains the same
(i.e. coming from the same ancestral population). However, parental admixture proportions can
be estimated simply from the distribution of genotype frequencies using composite likelihood as
follows. Let M = (m1 , m2 ) be the admixture proportions of the two ancestors, then the composite
likelihood is defined as the product of likelihoods in individual sites:
Y
p(G|M ) =
p(Gi |M )
(S2)
i

The sampling probability for each site, p(Gi |M ), is calculated as a product of allele frequencies
in the two parents using standard methods as follows. The probability of sampling an allele of type
j from a parent with admixture proportion M and 1 − M from the population A and the population
B respectively is M fA + (1 − M )fB if the allele frequencies of the allele j at the site i in the two
populations are fA and fB respectively. We may infer admixture proportions by maximizing the
composite likelihood. This can be done, for example, by performing a grid search over M .
This composite likelihood based method is computationally much faster than PedMix because
it ignores linkage disequilibrium (LD). However, the method does not generalize to grandparents
or more ancient ancestors as such models are not identifiable in the composite likelihood setting.
To see this, let M = (m1 , m2 , m3 , m4 ) be the admixture proportions of the four grandparents,
with (m1 , m2 ) being from one grandparental couple, and (m3 , m4 ) from the other. Let the allele
j be one of the two alleles of the genotype Gi . Without loss of generality, we further suppose this
allele is from the parent (parent 1) descending from the grandparents with admixture proportions
m1 and m2 . The sampling probability, p(Gi |M ), is then obtained as a sum of products of terms
like p(j, allele f rom parent 1|m1 , m2 ) by summing over both possible assignments of alleles to
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Table S1: Pearson correlation coefficient for admixture proportion estimates from ADMIXTURE,
RFmix and average of parents from PedMix.
correlation coefficient
ADMIXTURE RFmix PedMix (ave. of parents)
ADMIXTURE
RFmix
PedMix (ave. of parents)

1
0.9975
0.9954

0.9975
1
0.9945

0.9954
0.9945
1

parents. Now,
1
1 1
p(j, allele f rom parent 1|m1 , m2 ) = [ (m1 fA + (1 − m1 )fB ) + (m2 fA + (1 − m2 )fB )]
2 2
2
1
= ((m1 + m2 )fA + (2 − (m1 + m2 ))fB )
4
(S3)
Equation S3 shows that m1 and m2 in p(j, allele f rom parent 1|m1 , m2 ) appear only as the
sum m1 + m2 . For any genotype Gi , the composite likelihood p(G|M ) only contains information
about m1 +m2 but not m1 and m2 individually. Therefore, m1 and m2 are not separately identifiable
in the composite likelihood model.

A.5

Additional results

A.5.1

ADMIXTURE, RFmix and ANCESTOR setting

We apply ADMIXTURE (Alexander et al., 2009) and RFmix (Maples et al., 2013) to infer the
current generation admixture proportions on the same datasets. As suggested by ADMIXTURE,
genotypes are preprocessed with LD pruning (see Section A.1.2) with parameters c = 0.1 and
W = 10Kbp. To achieve the best performance in ADMIXTURE and RFmix, we also include all
ancestral genotypes from the two ancestral populations along with 20 individuals from the admixed
population to these two tools. That is, ADMIXTURE is run on “supervised mode”. The number
of ancestral populations K is set to 2. “.bed” file is generated by PLINK. For real data, we use 170
haplotypes from CEU and 176 haplotypes from YRI as two ancestral populations in ADMIXTURE
and RFmix to estimate admixture proportions for 61 genotypes from ASW. Here we compute the
Pearson Correlation coefficient for admixture proportions estimates from ADMIXTURE, RFmix,
and the average over parents by PedMix over 61 individuals in ASW population. The estimates
by ADMIXTURE and RFmix show the highest correlation (0.9975, see Table S1). The estimates
by PedMix (average over parents) also have a high correlation with ADMIXTURE (0.9954) and
RFmix (0.9945).
ANCESTOR infers the admixture proportions of parents of a focal individual given the ancestry
state of each position in the genome. ANCESTOR allows phasing error in genotypes and can be
used for multiple ancestries. In this comparison, we use the ancestry inferred by RFmix from the
Viterbi decoding as the ancestry states in ANCESTOR.
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A.5.2

Data Trimming

To investigate the effect of frequency-based pruning and LD pruning, we perform a small investigation of the relative effect of LD-pruning and frequency-based pruning on the same simulated dataset. To efficiently compare the two trimming strategies, we simulate on a shorter length
genome L = 5 × 108 . The simulation settings are chosen in order to better compare the two ways
of trimming and also to ease the computational burden.
There are ∼ 2.44M SNPs simulated for the whole genome. Here we examine two cases of
data trimming. In both cases, we use the window size of W = 10Kbp and c = 0.1 for LD pruning
following the procedure described in Section A.1.2. The frequency-based pruning is conducted
following the procedure described in Section A.1.1. In the first case of LD-pruning, we use f =
0.05 to remove rare variants (i.e., SNPs with combined frequency in the two populations being
smaller than f ), this results in 284K SNPs left. We compare frequency-based pruning with the
threshold df = 0.27 to match the similar amount of SNPs (283K) in this case. In the other case,
we remove rare variants with f = 0.2, and compare frequency-based pruning with df = 0.5,
resulting in 97K and 94K SNPs respectively (Table S2). In both cases inferences improve as more
SNPs are removed. Overall the frequency-based pruning approach is slightly better than the LD
pruning approach, at least in this simulation. We have, therefore, used frequency based trimming
as the default strategy for data trimming.

Figure S2: Impact of data trimming threshold, df , on amount of data and inference accuracy. (A)
The number of SNPs remaining after trimming. (B) The mean error of parent and grandparent
admixture inference. Simulation parameters: µ = 10−6 , ρ = 5 × 10−6 , nsam = 2, 000, L = 106
To investigate the effect of frequency-based pruning, we simulate haplotypes for a small region of length 106 bp with 545,302 SNPs. The parameters used in the simulation are described
in the caption of Figure S2 and we investigate different values of the previously explained allele
frequency thresholds, df . More than 75% of simulated SNPs are being removed with a fairly small
df = 0.1. As we trim with increasing df value, it results in a substantial reduction in mean inference error, especially for the inference of admixture proportions in grandparents. However, when
the trimming threshold is too large (e.g. df = 0.7), an increase in the mean error is observed as
too much information is now being lost by removing SNPs. In this case, the optimal trimming
threshold appears to be around df = 0.5.
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Table S2: Compare the effects of LD pruning and frequency-based pruning on inference accuracy.
LD: results with LD pruning. F-prune: results with frequency-based pruning.
Inference error (%) LD (284K) F-prune (283K) LD(97K) F-prune (94K)
parents

14.99

14.38

13.03

7.93

grandparents

18.02

16.48

16.05

14.79

The optimal trimming threshold depends on many parameters, such as mutation rate and ancestral populations’ split time. It is difficult to decide the optimal value for df when analyzing a
specific dataset. As a rule of thumb, it is desirable to have at least 100 SNPs per tract (from one
ancestral population) after frequency-based pruning. Clearly, more work is needed to identify optimal pruning strategies for real data analyses, for the current method and for other methods that use
HMMs for population genetic inferences. However, such investigations are not the main subject of
the current paper.
A.5.3

Phasing error

Figure S3: Inference error vs phasing error: comparison among three different datasets: dataset
without phasing errors, dataset with phasing errors and preprocessed datasets. (A) Samples from
an admixed population. (B) Samples from an unadmixed population.
Real data may contain phasing error. We have implemented a preprocessing approach for
reducing the phasing error. See Section A.2 for details. To evaluate the effect of phasing error,
we simulate data with the phasing error rate 2 × 10−5 per bp. We then compare the mean error
by PedMix using genotype data without phasing errors, genotype data with phasing errors, and
genotype data with phasing errors preprocessed to remove some phasing errors. As for the data
generated with phasing error rate 2 × 10−5 , we run PedMix directly without preprocessing. Then
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Figure S4: Running time with various number of SNPs using one thread.
we use the technique described in Section A.2 of the Supplementary Materials to preprocess the
data.
As shown in Figure S3 (A), phasing error reduction by preprocessing increases the inference
accuracy. Note that at the default setting, the phasing error rate is nearly 2,000 times larger than
the recombination rate, which can affect the accuracy of the method significantly. Thus, in real
data analyses, it is important to reduce the phasing error in some way.
We also consider the case of unadmixed individuals. In that case, phasing errors may be interpreted as recombination events during inference, but the overall admixture proportion estimates
should be relatively unaffected. To illustrate this point, we sample 10 individuals from the same
population and run PedMix to infer their admixture proportions. The performance of PedMix is
very stable as shown in Figure S3 (B), with an inference error of approximately 3% for parents and
grandparents.
Phasing error adds noise to the model, especially in the region where the two haplotypes have
different ancestral states. As we decrease the effect of the phasing error in the data using preprocessing, the inference error decreases significantly.
A.5.4

Running Time

We now evaluate the computational efficiency of PedMix. PedMix is written in C + +. To make
the algorithm run faster, we not only adopt the divide-and-conquer strategy, but also make it run
with multi-threads. Multi-threading can be useful when there are multiple chromosomes in the
data. The best performance occurs when there are k chromosomes with similar number of SNPs
using k threads in parallel. However, since it is an optimization problem, the convergence time
is uncertain. In general, the running time increases exponentially with the number of generations
inferred. Here we report the average running time of grandparent inference for 10 individuals and
fix the number of threads to 1 as we increase the number of SNPs from 5,000 to 550,000 (Figure
S4). As expected, we observe a clear increase in time when we use more SNPs.
For comparison, ADMIXTURE, RFmix and PedMix are run on same datasets in Section
2.3.1.3. To estimate admixture proportions over 20 individuals, ADMIXTURE takes 1.5 min using
20 threads, while RFmix takes 21.5 mins using one thread. On average, PedMix takes 3 mins for
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parental inference and 2.5 hrs for grandparental inference using 11 threads for each individual.
ADMIXTURE and RFmix run much faster than PedMix. This is because the computation performed by ADMIXTURE and RFmix and the parameters to estimate are very different with those
of PedMix.

B
B.1

Supplementary materials for “A Classification-based Method
for Species Delimitation from Population Genetic Data”
Robustness of classification

In training and testing, we simulate two populations in the same species splitting at time τp =
τ /500. However, τp cannot be determined by a specific range. Here we examine a more ancient
population splitting time τp = τ /100 to see if the trained classifier is capable to detect this more
difficult “same species” case. As a comparison, the overall classification accuracy is 80.11% for
test data with τp = τ /500. For each candidate (θ, τ, M ), we simulate test data using τp = τ /100.
The overall accuracy of classifier is 79.48%. The results indicate the trained classifier is able to
classify simulated data with a reasonably large population splitting time.
For the simplicity of simulation, We do not consider recombination in the process of generating
training data. Here we evaluate how recombination affects the accuracy of classification. Here we
fix parameters θ = τ = 0.01 and M = 1, and then vary recombination parameter r = 4N ρ from
0 to 0.02 with interval 0.005. For the recombination parameter value in {0,0.005,0.01,0.015,0.2},
the classification accuracies are 73.33%, 76.11%, 83.89%, 91.11% and 86.67%, and F-scores are
0.76, 0.78, 0.86, 0.92 and 0.89. The accuracy first increases and then decreases which indicates
recombination can help to distinguish two populations at certain level.
In addition, as MCcoal is limited in simulation of recombination and bottleneck in history,
we use another simulator ms by Hudson (2002a) to simulate test data for evaluation of impact of
recombination and bottleneck.

B.2

BP&P and BFD* settings

In Section 3.2.2, we compare CLADES with two existing tools BP&P and BFD*. When using
BP&P, two species delimitation modes are applied: one is to provide guide tree topology (A10
mode) and the other does not require guide tree (A11 mode). For each test, we use Gamma distributions with the mean equal to the true value of θ and τ as priors. Note that often we don’t have
such ideal settings for real data analysis. For example, if test data is simulated with θ = τ = 0.01,
then we use priors θ ∼ G(1, 100) and τ ∼ G(1, 100) in running BP&P. In addition, we set burn
in with 4000 and 200000 samples are generated. In analysis of frog datasets with BP&P, three sets
of priors examined are: (1) both θ and τ follow G(1, 10) (2) θ ∼ G(1, 10) and τ ∼ G(2, 2000) (3)
both θ and τ follow G(2, 2000) (Lu et al., 2014).
When running BFD*, the default usage of mutation rate calculation is used to decide the mutation rate of the data. Similar with BP&P, we use the Gamma distribution with mean equal to
the true value and also follow suggestion by the table in the tutorial of BFD* to decide Lambda
value. For stability of data sampling, we use at least 48 steps, chainLength=100,000 and preBurnin=10,000 in MCMC setting. In analysis of Chimpanzee dataset with BFD*, we use the same
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MCMC setting and a prior θ ∼ G(2, 2000) according to the conclusion of Prado-Martinez et al.
(2013). To obtain the maximum likelihood estimation for species delimitation model of a single
species, we add one human individual as out of group genotype because BFD* cannot directly
compute maximum likelihood for all individuals falling into the same species.

B.3

Heuristic method for computing longest shared tract for genotype data

Sometimes the given data are unphased genotypes. In this case, genotypes are known for SNP sites
but the phasing information is absent. When SNP site positions are provided, it is possible to compute summary statistics from unphased genotype data. Among five types of summary statistics,
folded-SFS, pairwise difference ratio, Fst and number of private positions can be computed accurately for both haplotype data and genotype data. The only difference occurs in the computation
of longest shared tract when the genotypes have no known phased haplotypes. Here we proposed
a heuristic method to compute the longest shared tract for genotypes.
Note that each diploid individual has a genotype which is composed of two haplotypes. We
want to estimate the length of the longest shared tract between haplotypes of two individuals from
two unphased genotypes. As a concrete example, we consider a pair of genotypes as shown below.
Here we use 0/1/2 to denote genotype data. 0 and 2 are the homozygotes and 1 is the heterozygote.
For example, the first site has (0, 0), and the second site has (2, 2) but the third site presents (2,
0). The first two genotypes at the same SNP sites are (0, 0) and (2, 2), which indicate that such
sites must be ‘shared’ (i.e. same). However, genotypes of (0, 2) or (2, 0) indicate that such sites
must not be ‘shared’ (i.e. different). In case the genotype is 1, it is possible that one haplotype is
shared between two individuals. Thus we first consider all (0, 0), (2, 2), (1, ·) and (·, 1) as ‘shared’
to compute the upper bound of longest shared tract (where · can be 0/1/2). Then we compute the
lower bound of longest shared tract by regarding the first (1, ·) and (·, 1) encountered as ‘shared’
but the second (1, ·) and (·, 1) encountered as ‘not shared’.
02201002102
02010002012
Note that the position for each SNP site is known. As we move along the SNP genotypes,
we can compute the length of shared tract in base pair resolution. Then we take the average over
the upper bound and the lower bound of longest shared tract as the longest shared tract for two
unphased genotypes.

B.4

Analysis for cryptic sympatric species

So far we assume the number of populations and which population that samples come from are
known. In practice, sometimes samples collected from the field are mixed-up. That is, samples
from different species may be placed in the same group. In this case, one may want to find the
cryptic sympatric species from such mixed-up samples. By clustering the samples into a number of populations, CLADES can be used for finding cryptic sympatric species. It may be useful
to consider running the clustering procedure before the CLADES analyses especially for sympatric species or even species that are believed to be allopatric. We note that many cryptic species
complexes may not occupy discrete allopatric boundaries, but are instead co-distributed (i.e. sympatric). Thus, before using CLADES, grouping DNA sequences into genetically defined clusters
(or populations) for all focal samples can be useful.
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When dealing with data that are arbitrarily grouped together by sample locality, genetic populations are not well-defined. One more step is required before using CLADES for species delimitation. Suppose there are n sequences collected by sample locality and k potential populations
across the data. We assume the number of populations k is known. We can use K-means clustering
(Hartigan and Wong, 1979) to cluster n sequences with k clusters by using the Hamming distance
(n ≥ k). We then treat the k clusters as the populations, which are used for further species delimitation analysis. We simulate test data of one locus with length L = 10Kbp and using parameters
θ = τ = 0.01 and M = 1 based on the two-species model. Suppose these sequences are collected
by sample locality, and so these sequences are in a single group. We use the K-means method to
cluster 40 sequences to 4 clusters. Result shows that clustering method is able to detect 4 populations successfully. Therefore it is feasible in some cases to delimit cryptic sympatric species from
mixed-up samples.
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